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Young ·Wild West at Devil Creek
OR, HELPING TO BOOM A NEW TOWN
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I-Wild Decides to Help Boom
the New Town.
"Things are getting rather tiresome, boys,"
said Young Wild West, a s he arose from the
comfortable chair he had been sitting upon in
the office of the Wild West Mining and Improvement Company. "It seems to me that things have
~ running altogether too smooth of late~ Why,
if it keeps on this way, Weston will certainly be
a model town. It won't do it any good, eit·h er,
to remain too tame."
"That's just what I think," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie, one of his friends, as he gave a yawn
and straightened out his tall, athletic form.
"I should think you both had been through
enough excitement to last you the remainder of
our days," remarked Foreman Walter Jenkins,
who had been married only a few days. "I should
think you would want to settle down, especially
Charlie, as hE' is married."
"'£'hat's what you think now,'' replied the cowboy, with a laugh. "When you have been married
as long as I have, you might feel like havin' a
scn.p with outlaws or Injuns, just for a change."
c"QSuppose Anna were to hear you say that?"
asked Jim Dart, another friend of Wild's, who
was busy at his desk.
"Oh! She wouldn't care," was the reply. "She'd
know I was only foolin'."
The truth of it was that things had been running along pretty smoothly in Weston for the past
week or two. Since old Eagle Wing and his gang
had been cleaned out, and Dancing Dick and his
band had been disposed of, there was nothing
but plain sailing in the rapidly growing Western
town. Young Wild West and his friends had been
very successful since they came to the place and
started the town· booming. Spondulicks, whicll
was a larger town about fifteen miles distant,
had also greatly increased in population and business; but Weston was rapidly catching up to it,
and it would only be a question of a year or
two before it would be far ahead.
Almost every resident of the hustling little
toW)l was willing to give Young Wild West the
cr~it of making it what it was. While this was
strictly the truth, the handsome young sure-shot
and p1·ince of the saddle had accumulated quite
little fortune of bis own. and so liar! his friends.

Jim Dai:t, Cheyenne Charlie, Jack Robedee, Sam
Murdock and Dove-Eye Dave.
It was shortly before noon on a bright morning, and as Wild started fo r the door to take
a short walk before dinner, he saw a stranger
ridinl<' up toward the office. There were plenty
of other places that he might be bound for, but it
struck Wild that he was coming there. And so
it prcvet!, fo1· the horse was reined in sharply as
it was opposite the entrance to the office, and the
stranger swung himself lightly from the saddle.
The man was about miudle-aged, with keen black
eyes and a mustache that was so long. at the
ends that it came down past the collar of the
richly embroidered blue shirt he wore.
He read the sign over the office door, and then
walked quickly inside, stepping past Young Wild
West without a word.
"Is Mr. Wild West in?" he asked of Jim Dart
at the desk.
• "There he is, right at the doo1·," replied Jim,
sizing the fellow up with a critical eye, and coming to the conclusion that he was one who had
a pretty good opinion of himself, regardless qf
what others thought.
"That's him! Why, he's only a boy!" exclaimed
the stranger, as he took a good look at the youthful but athletic form in the doorway.
"That's all right," replied Wild, stepping over.
"My friend, do you know that I have heard that
expres·sion so many times that I am really getting tired of it? I am· not ashamed of it, if
I am only a boy. Now, then, if you wish to see
me I am at your service."
"Well, if you are Mr. West you are the huckleberry I want to see," was the reply. "I am
Lively Rick, that's my name."
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Lively!" exclaimed
Wild, and then he reached out and gave the visitor's hand such a hearty squeeze that it made _
him wince.
"I was sent over here from Devil Creek," went
on the fellow. "We heard about- Weston, an' how
it was boomin', so we thought we would see if
you couldn't spare time enough to come over an'
show us how to boom up a. new town. There's
plenty of gold an' silver over at the Creek, an'
all's wanted is a boom. What would you charge
us to come over an' start things goin'?"
"How much of a place is Devil Creek?"
"It's nonulation is just thirty-two, but they are
/
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all rip-roarers, every one of 'em. You see, we
want some one to kinder tame us down a little
an' put us on the right track. We heard about
you, but thought you was a much older person."
"Oh, I guess I am old enough," and Wild smiled
as he surveyed Mr. Lively Rick's form and general appearance. "How far is the Creek from
here?''
"A little less than twenty miles."
"Very well, I'll take a ride over with you in
the morning, and if I like the looks of things
I'll select a little ground there, with the agreement that it is to become my property if the
population is increased to a hundred and fifty
m sixty days."
"That's the ticket! You talk very much like
a man, even if you are only a boy."
"I'll take a couple of my friends with me, who
are used to . the work of booming new towns.
Have you ever hea1·d of Cheyenne Charlie and
Jack Ro beclee ? "
"No; can't say that I have. But don't you think
that more than three of you had better come?"
· "That will be enough to start with. How many
ginmill<; have you got there?"
"Only one now; but we hope to have at least
a dozen inside of a couple of months."
"Well, the advice I am going to ~ive you people
when I get over there is to go it light on the
ginmills, and look out for supply stores and such
like. As you will have to stay over7night, I will
take you around after supper and show you what
kind of a phcc Weston is. This town is a pretty
good criterion to go by, I think."
"That's what we heard. Well, it's a go-wJ1at
you just said. Gee! No one would think you
was a boy, to hear you spout it out."
"See here!" exclaimed Wild suddenly. "You
are willing tG admit that I talk with the sense
of a man; now, what is it about me that strikes
you that I am too much of a boy? Don't you
think I could handle you in a rough-and-tumble
scrimmage? Don't you think I could shoot as
quick and as straight as you ? If you don't, just
step out here in front of the office, and I will
endeavor to convince you."
. This staggered the committee of one from Devil
Creek, and a universal smile went· up from the
friends of Young Wild West.
· "You-you don't mean to say that I couldn't
throw you in a wrastle ?" he gasped.
"You might be able to; but I'm willing to bet
that you can't."
"See here!" and Lively Rick drew his muscular
form to its full height. "See- here! I don't want
to throw you over my head in a friendly wrastle,
an' then have you git mad at me, an' not come
over to the Creek. I wouldn't do _that for the
world. I think you are all right as a town-boomer,
so that settles it."
"Well, you can let it drop at that, if you want
to. But please bear in mind that I would not get
the least bit mad if you threw me over your
head in a friendly wrestling bout. And there is
somethin11; else I want you to bear in mind, too."
""-'hat's that, Mr. West?"
"The next time you make the remark that I
am such a young boy I am going to buckle right
tnto you and give you a chance to try -and throw
me over your head. Please remember that."
Again the man was staggered. It was plain
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that he could not quite make up his mind
just what sort of a young fellow Young- Wil
West was.
· "All right," said he, with something like a
grin on his face. "I guess I'll go an' find a hotel
to put up at till tomorrow momin', and I can
be studyin' somethin' of the ways of your town
at the same time."
He mounted his horse, and with a wave of
his hand, rode off in the direction of the center
·
of th.e town.
"Well, what do you think of Mr. Lively Rick?"
asked Wilrl, turning- to Jim Dart and the rest.
"Seems to have a pretty good opinion of himself," replied Jim.
"Rather conceited-like," observed Cheyenne
Charlie. "I had an idea, Wild, that you was goin'
to give him a lesson in wrestlin' one time there."
"Oh, he'll get that lesson· before he goes away
from here," laughed our hero. "You see, I have
met so many men like him that I can't resist the
temptation to tackle him and show him how little he knows about handling himself. I · can tell
those kind of fellows almost the moment they
open their mouths."
It was now twelve o'clock, and Jack Robedee"
who had been out superintending a sand-sifting
machine, came along.
"Jack," said Wild, "I have made a contract~
help boom a new town, and you and Charlie are
to be my assistants.''
''Good!" was the reply. "Where is ther new
town?"
"I don't know exactly, but it is a place called
Devil Creek, and is about twenty miles from
.
here.''
"Devil Creek, hey? That's a .good name; it
ought to be lively around there, if there's any.
thing in a name.''
"Yes; that's what I should think," spoke up
·
Walter Jenkins.
All hands now went to dinner, Jack locking up
the office. After dinner Wild took a walk over
to see Dove-Eye Dave. He was pretty sure that
he would know something about Devil Creek, and
,t
,·
he found that he did.
"I know whar ther place is, all right 'nough,"
said the old miner. "It are one of ther wildest
spots in these here parts. I hadn't no idea that
there was a settlement there, though, but hain't
surprised a bit. Devil Creek are ther name of a
good-sized stream that comes down ther mountains an' runs across a level stretch of sandy
ground, whar ther bones of buffaler kin be dug
up in big, quantities.''
"I suppose a whole herd of buffaloes tumbled
over ~ cliff some time."
"Yes; I've hearn tell about it. It were about
twenty year ago, I reckon. A gang of Sioux
corraled a herd an' chased 'em up ther mountain.
·T he reds follored ther buffaler for a day an' a
night, but didn't bag very many of 'em. You
sec, it was comin' on cold weather, an' they wanted to git their winter supply of meat in. A redskin is ther laziest cuss that ever lived, but he
will hunt for his grub.''
"I know something about the red demons, myself.''
"Yes; I know yer do. Well, it were a very
dry spell, jest afore ther winter rains had started
in, an' a camp-fire of ther reds set ther dry
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shrub an' coarse grass on ther mountainside afire. willing to settle down and live happily the reA big wind come up about that time, which was mainder of my days."
"But yqu have already done more than your
blvwin' right in ther direction ther herd of buffaler was goin'. It spread out like ther very share toward that end. And, another thing, you
old boy, an' ther poor buffaler run till they come would be gray-haired before you or anybody else
to ther cliff. Then they went over, they do say, could tame this country. It will always be wild
je like ther water pours ·over Niagary. It must in these parts, no matter how many people emigrate here. It is the nature of the place, and ·the
h e been a sight!"
"I should say so," and Young Wild West ne,vcomers will fall into the ways of those who
shrugged his shoulders as he thought of the aw- came here in advance of them."
"Et, now you are talking! It will be, to a
ful waste of buffalo life.
· That animal was getting more scarce every certain extent, I am sure. Why, who would want
year, and it would only be a question of a short to live in a place that was any more tame than
Weston 't And yet some would call this rather
time when there would be no more buffaloes.
· "That must be ther place. where this new town wild."
"I don't see why they would not. Why, there
is startin' up," resumed Dove-Eye Dave. "I'll bet
if' you go over there you'll find them buffaler are at least three men shot ·h ere every week, and
bones as thick as leaves, if you dig do'wn in ther if a horse thief is not hanged once in a week
the miners would not have any excitement at alL"
sand a little." ·
"That's right. But you remember how it was
·· "Well, I am going over there tomorrow mornwhen we first starteu in here. It is nothing like
i;l)g."
that now .. The road. agents and gamblers have
· "You are?"
been pretty well thinned out, and I don't think
''Yes." · /
the Indians will show up around this vicinity
_"What's in the wind, Wild?" .
"Well, thfogs are getting rather tame here in very soon, Et, we have got a model town, there
Weston, and I was just itching for some excite- is no mistake about it.''
"And not satisfied with it, you are going to
ment, when who comes along but a fellow· who
calls himself Lively Rick, who says that he was endanger your life by helping to boom another?"
"That's it, Et. But think of it! If the boom
appointed- a committee to ask me to come over
comes I'll simply be adding to my wealth. Land
to Devil Creek an help boom the new town. I
have made arrangements to do the tfilng in sixty will be worth something in Devil Creek . if the
d»ys, and take my pay out 'in land that the-boom- boom turns out ·a n right. There is a future
ahead of us, little or.e, and some clay -we are
ers have staked off."
~
"Good! If you don't set that place a-hummin' going to make a tour of the world. It will take
afore you've been there long, I'll chew qua~z, lots of money to do that, and I am going to
get to accumulate the
, that's all. Say! Can't you take me along with improve ~very chance
dust."
you?"
That settled it. Arietta said no more; her
"Certainly. I have made arrangements to take faith
in her handsome young lover was too great
Charlie and' Jack, and you might as well make ' for that.
the fourth 011e in the party. They say the people
over at Devil Creek are a very hard crowd, and
that they need taming down, so it might stand
CHAPTER II.-Wild Surprises An Indian.
you in hand to get yourself in p1-actice for quick
shooting."
When Young Wild West took a walk into the
"I'm allus in practice, Wild. If I can't find
of the town in search of the messenger
anything else to shoot at I let go at their squinels heart
from Devil Creek that evening, it struck him all
an' the'r pine knots • . You .kin bet that I'll be. all at
once that Weston was not · such a tame town,
riJgt with my shooters."
after all. The truth of it was that it was one
· Wild talked with the. old man for some little of· the liveliest and most hustling places of its
tj)ue, having it thoroughly undtrstood that they size west of Chicago. There was a little bit ·of
were to start the first thing in the morning with everything going on there, though the vices were
Lively Rick. Then he sought out Arietta Mur- not co.n ducted so openly as over · in Spondulicks.
dock, the girl he was going to marry some day . . All sorts of gambling games were run, the faro
"So you -can't be satisfied with the life you are and roulette games being conducted more on the
leading here in Weston?" she said, questioningly. quiet. Draw poker was considered an honest
"I have heard all about this new scheme of yours; game by those people, so it held forth in all the
Anna told me a little while ago. She don't want saloons. Pro__prietor Brown of the Gazoo had
Charlie to go m Devil Creek, but he told lier showed himself to be a pretty fair sort of man,
that he would go further than that, so long as so when Wild and any of his partne1·s or friends
you were with him. What do you want to bother took the town in they usually stopped in that
with this new town for? You have plenty to place in pNference to any of the others. Wild
keep you occupied right here in Wesmn."
and Dove-Eye Dave walked over to the post"Now, see here, Et," answered Wild, playfully office together. The pretty postmistress had quit ·
chucking the pretty girl under the chin, "you her work for the day, but old man :\furdock took
shouldn't talk to' me that way, you know. You her place . evenings an_d kept the office open till ,
ought to be pretty well acquainted with me by about ten o'clock, giving the miners . all the
this time. Don't you know that it is impossible chance they wanted to call for and deposit mail
for me to lead a quiet life, like most people? matter. After a short conversation with MurIt is my mission to do my share toward making' dock the two walked over to th_e Gazoo. Thera
t , s great Western country as civilized as the appeared to be a lively time in the barroom, and
East. and when that is accomvlished I will be the stoop was crowded with grinning miners.
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When Young Wild West sought an entrance
the men promptly moved aside and made room
for him. He commanded great respect among
the miners, for the majority of them gave him
the credit of making the town what it was. When
Wild and Dove-Eye Dave got inside they soon
saw the cause of all the noise and merriment.
Lively Rick was in the center of the room dancing a jig, or · rather, trying to, for he knew as
much about dancing as a lame cayuse. A couple of intoxicated miners were beating time for
him with their palms, and another was singing
the old tune, ;'Wait For the Wagon; and We'll
All Take· a Ride." · Everybody seemed to take
kindly to the committee of one from Devil Creek,
as he had introduced himself, and no wonder,
since he had lots of gold dust and silver coins,
and was not slow in spending it. That made the
hangers-on laugh at his antics a great deal more
than his reckless performances.
"Whoopee! Whoopee! I'm Lively Rick from
Devil Creek!" the man was shouting as our two
friends entered. "I kin do the dip an' never
slip; I'm a rattle-banger, an' a horse thief
hanger! Whoopee! Set 'em up ag'in, landlord!"
At this juncture he caught sight of Wild.
"Just in time, Mr. West," he shouted. "The
best whisky in the house ain't too good for you,
Set 'em up for the whole gang, landlord!"
"I'll smoke a che!·oot with you," replied Wild,
as Brown handed over the box, knowing well that
the young deadshot and prince of the saddle
·
never drank anything strong.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Lively Rick. "Now I
know you're only a boy. A man· would take
whisky straight, same as I du. Lemme see-Oh! you said you'd buckle into me if I said that
ag'in. Well, ·now's your chance, Mr. West."
Our hero was not the least bit angered at the
fellow'.s remarks, but he · wanted to s}low him
that he always kept his word, so before the words
were fairly out of his mouth he had leaped for-:.
ward and grabbed him about the waist. Instantly
the crowd drew back to make room, for there
was scarcely a nian there but knew what was
coming. Lively Rick's feet shuffled the sanded
floor for about a second, and then his heels flew
up in the air and down he came flat on his batk
with Wild on top of him. The breath was nearly knocked from the body of the bragging committee of one from Devil Creek, and when Young
Wild West got up he sat there blinking like an
owl in the sun . .
"I told you I would buckle into you, Mr. Lively
Rick, if you persisted in rnying I was a boy. I
don't mind being called a boy, you know, out I
don't like it in the way you persisted in putting
it. You intimated that I could not handle a man,
and I know I can-the majority of them, anyway."
"Well, I'll be everlastingly jiggered!" gasped
tlie astoished man. "Say! Do you think you
could do that ag'.in ?"
"Yes; I have got such an opinion. Whv, aren't
·
you satisfied?"
"No! I ain't anything like satisfied. You
m.ust have caught me unawares. Why, I was
oever throwed like that in my life before."
"There has always got to be a first time, you
mow," and Wild laughed good-naturedly.
"l agree with you on that. But jest wait till

I swallow my poison that's on the bar waitin' for
me, an' then we'll try another turn."
"All right; take your own time, and get your•
self in shape."
The room was now packed so full of men who
wanted to see the wrestling bout that Brown
got upon the top of his bar and suggested that
they go outside and have the second try. This
SE:emed to satisfy everybody, so as. soon as Lively
Rick had swallowed his whisky and pulled himself together, he led the way out of the door. In
less than a minute a ring was formed and the
blazing kerosene torch that was in front of the
hotel made just enough light to make the scene
look weird and picturesque. Wild unbuckled his
belt and handed it to Dove-Eye Dave, and as he
cast a look at the expecting faces around him
he no~iced that Cheyenne Charlie, Jack Robedee
and Jim Dart were there. While he had no idea
that any trouble was going to come out of the
wrestling bout he was glad to see them there,
for he knew that he could depend upon 'them, no
matter what happened. Lively Rick also took
'off his belt, which held two heavy Colt's revolvers
and a hunting-knife, and handed it over to Pro·
prietor Brown.
"Now, then, Young Wild West, I'm ready for
you!" he exclaimed, rolling up his sleeves. "If
you can . throw me ag'in I'll admit that you are
the best man I ever tackled at wrastlin'. I won't
think you are a boy any more, but a real hustler
>'from Hustleville."
"All right," was the calm reply. "Are you
ready?"
"Yes."
"Then look out for yourself!"
T~e two darted for each other, both bent on
getting the best hold. For only the fraction of a
second did they struggle, then up went the committee of · one over Wild's shoulder;• then there
was a dull thud, and he laid at full. length - on
the ground. That took out all the wrestling h'e
had in him, but as our hero expected, he got mad.
As soon as _he could gather himself sufficiently, he
got upon his feet. Then he reached for his hand~
iest s~ooter, but found it was gone.
"M.ind your eye, now!" cried Young Wil<,i West,
,,
·
·
·
warningly.
But Lively Rick paid no attention to him. He
made a grab for his belt and pulled it from the
hands of Brown. Then he whipped ' out one of
the rev_olvers. But as quick as he did this, Wild
was quicker. He had pulled a revolver from the
belt of Dove-Eye. Dave in no time.
. "Di:op that shooter!" he said, sternly. "Drop
it quick, or th~ men over in Devil Creek will
never hear a reTrort from the committee of one
they sent to Weston!"
The fellow saw what it meant if he refused, so·
he promptly relaxed his grasp on the weapon, and
it fell to the ground.
"I cave!'' he exclaimed. "You're altogether too
much for me, Young Wild West."
. ~he the crowd broke into a ·yell, winding up by
givmg a prolonged cheer for Younf, Wild West.
"I'm a measly coyote, Mr. West,' said Lively
Rick, stepping forward and putting out his hand.
"Will you shake with me an' call it square? I
had no business to get mad, but you surprised me
so I couldn't help it. I'll never git mad :.\t you
ag'in if you'll shake an' call it square."
"Certainly I will shake hands ·with you. Why
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shouldn't I? You are only like a whole lot of
"Or Cheyennes," added Jack.
other men I have met-just a little too fast in
'"We'll soon find out quick enough!" exclaimed
f ming your conclusions," and Wild gave him _ Wild, suddenly. "I see smoke ahead, and I
Slich a grip that it made him wince.
wouldn't wonder a bit if that is their camp."
That wound up the excitement for a while, as
A tiny column of smoke could be seen in the
far as the committee of one from Devil Creek distance. It arose from behina a scraggy peak,
went, for he was very tame after that, and soon
and was so thin that it could just be seen with
slunk off to the room he had hired at the Gazoo, the naked eye.
Wild buckled on his belt, and after lingering
"That's Injuns, S1lre enough," said the old
around for half an hour talking to some friends, miner, when he had gazed at the smoke with a
went back to his home. There were some things critical eye. "They are burnin' ther smallest
he wanted to straighten up before leaving Wes- wood they kin get, so's to make the smoke as thin
ton, for he expected to be away at least a week, as possible. That means that they don't want to
and then only come back for a day or so. The be diskivered very bad."
next morning bright and early Wild rode down
"Well, if that's them, what do they want to be
to the Gazoo, accommpanied by Cheyenne Charlie, hangin' around here for?" asked Lively Rick, as
Jack Robedee and Dove-Eye Dave. Lively Rick he shrugged his shoulders uneasily. "They've had
was there waiting for them, his horse saddled time enough to get clean over the range."
and ready to mount. He looked somewhat sheep"Ain't there a trail that runs to Spondulicks
ish when Wild greeted him, but was very civil somewhere around here?" questioned old man
and polite withal.
·
Dave.
"Fine mornin'," he said. "That shakin' up
"Yes; we have to cross it."
you give me last night an' the whisky I drank
"Well, then, if that smoke comes from an Injun
made me sleep pretty sound; but I can always camp, you kin bet your boots that they are layin'
manage to wake up when there is anything on around here for somethin'. It mought be that a
hand. I've had my breakfast, an' am ready to wagon train is due, an' that they know it." •
~ilot you over to Devil Creek."
"Well, if that is the case I guess we will give
-- "Good enough!" exclaimed Wild. "Lively Mr. Redskins a little surprise," spoke up Young
Rick, I want to introduce you to my friends who Wild West.
will go along to the Creek. This is Cheyenne
The five horsemen continued on their way, ridCharlie, this is Jack Robedee, and this is Dove- ing along slowly now, as they wanted to get as
Eye Dave, one of the old original pioneers."
near as possible to the supposed camp without
"Glad to meet you, gentlemen," and the com- being observed. The trail they were riding over
mittee 'of one shook hands with them.
could hardly be called such, for it appeared as
The sun had not been up over half an hour though Lively Rick had been the first one to
when the five horsemen left Weston to strike the make use of it in months. When Wild thought
trail that would fetch them into Devil Creek. they were near enough to the column of smoke,
Young Wild West was mounted on the faithful he called a halt.
horse ·he thought so much of, and when he looked
"You fellows stay right here," he said. "I
at the powerful looking bay Lively Rick bestrode, am going to sneak around and see what kind of a
he could not help saying to himself:
camp that is. It won't take me over half an
"A pretty fine beast, but not as fine as mine. hour, at the most. Just keep an eye on my horse
I never yet saw one that was half as good!"
while I am gone."
The journey to Devil Creek was a rough and
No one made any objection, though there was
f;wdious one, but our friends were used to that not one
of them but would have liked to have acsort of thing, so they did not really mind it as companied
him. Our hero picked his way swiftmuch as their guide did.
ly, but cautiously, along over a roundabout way,
"I noticed a small band of redskins back here and soon was within a hundred yards of the point
at the foot of the mountain when I come over," where the smoke came from. It came from a litLively said, when they had covered about eight tle hollow, and it was impossible for him to catch
miles. "They did not see me, I guess, though I
sight of the camp from that point, so he was
can't say as they was on the warpath."
forced to move around to the north a trifle more.
"Ther reds hain't to be trusted no time," obHe was creeping along a narrow ledge in order
served Dove-Eye Dave. "They'd be on the war- to do this, and as he rounded a sharp bend he
path all ther time if they only dared. An fojun
suddenly came upon an Indian, who was resting
can't be trusted."
upon one knee, with his rifle pointing downward,
All hands were willing to agree with him on as though he were waiting to get a shot at some. that point, for there was not one of them, even to thing. · Wild had been moving so silently that the
their guide, who had not had more or less experi- redskin did not become aware of his presence.
ence with the red d~mons.
The daring young scout shot a glance in the di"How many do you think there was in the rection the Indian's rifle was pointed, and saw
l)and?" asked Wild.
two wagons drawn by oxen and three or four
"Not Qver seven or eight, I should think," was horsemen approaching over the winding trail, less
the reply. "They seemed to be workin' their way than a hundred yards below. Instantly it stl;"Uck
to the westward. Looked to me to be Pawnees, him what was in the wind. The Inr;l.ian was getough it i s a little out of their latitude up here." ting ready to fire at one of the wagons, so with"I don't think they could have been Pawnees," out waiting any longer he made a sudden leap
~aid Dove-Eye Dave, with a shake of his head. forward and kicked the rifle from his hands.
'They must have either been Sioux or Crows."
"Ugh!" grunted the surprised redskin as he
"Come to think of it, they did look like Crows. turned and found the muzzle of a revolver under
I'm sure they wasn't Sioux."
his nose.
"Might have been Kiowas," ventured Charlie.
"Ugh!" answered Wild, with a laugh, and then
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he gave t:\le redskin a push with his foot that
serit · h!m rolling head-over -heels down the steep
slope, airectly toward the approach ing wagons.
"Look out, below there!" he shouted ·at the top
of his voica and waving his hat . . "Jog up the·
·
oxen-qui ck!"
It was wonderfu l to see how quickly he was
understoo d. The men in charge of the wagons
no sooner saw the Indian • come tumbling do,'vn
than they started the oxen ahead and reached a
bend Jn the. trail a· few yards ahead before the
waiting red demons knew it. Then Wild hurried
back t o his fri ends, feeling sure that the meh
would be able to hold their own until he could
·
get back.
CHAPTE R III.-The Taming of the Bad Meri
Begins.

...__

,. '

Not a shot had been fired when Young Wild
West reached his friends. They were astonishe d
at seeing him running, but no one spoke ·until he
.
did.
"We must hurry ·UP and get to the trail by a
straight cut," he said. "There is a small· wagon
train over there, and I was just in time to keep a
redskin from giving the signal that would make
his companio ns a ttack it. I sent him rolling down
a steep bank, after kicking his rifle out of his
hands." ,
The young fellow was in the saddle by the t ime
he said this, and as the others were ready, they
started straight for the trail. When they came
in :;,ight of the trail they caµght a glimpse of half
a dozen Indians sneaking along toward the
wagons, which had come to a halt just around the
bend. Four d~termine d-looking men crouched behind the wagons, waiting for them, and as many
women .and several children were hidden behind a
huge boulder. Young Wild West, mounted on his
beautiful sorrel, dashed out upon the trail, followed by his four ·companio ns. 'l'hey came out
about halfway between the sneaking Indians and
the wagons. Crack! Crack! Wild let go two
shots at them, and then it was wonderfu l to see
how the r ed villains scattered and made for eover.
The r est fired, too, no one trying to .hit them
but Lively Rick, who sent one of them to the
ihappy hunting grounds. Young Wild West was
always aver3e to taking human life, unless it was
really necessary . No doubt the Indians were deserving .o f being shot, but they had not really
attacked anyone yet, so he did not want to .have
the blood of a fleeing fellow creature on his
hands. A cheer went up from the men behind the
wagons when they saw those who ha d come to
their rescue. · Sati.,fied that the redskins · would
lose no time in getting away from that vicinity,
Wild turned his horse for the wagons, the others
promptly following him. With his long chestnut
hair streaming in the wind our .hero made a picture that the four men and their wives and children could hardly forget as long as they lived. If
ever there was a born leader of men and a champion for the cause of right and justice, he was,
and they could not help but think that way. They
came out and shook him by the hand as soon as he
could dismount.
· "You fellers come along just in time," said one
of the men, who appeared to be the leader. "Them
:reels meant to wipe us out. that's sartin."
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. ' '. I think. tha~ way myself;" ~-epli~d . Wild. . £i~I
catch the fellow who
happened along in time
W~S _going to fire On you and give th_e signa}-".,o
the others to ru·sh out. , I kicked hi,-;, rifle from his
shoulder just as he was going to press the triggQr, and then pushed him down Hie hiil." · . ~
'.'An' we seen him comin' jest as you hollered,"
said one of the others. "Who might you be ' my
young friend?"
"They call me Young Wild West."
"\Vhat!"
"Just whom =t thought it was," spoke up one ~fthe women,.w ho w~ young and comely. . "I heard
a woman give a descriptio n of him. She lived at
the Forks, near Fort Bridger, and knew him very
well by sight."
" "That's ri~ht," said Wild, doffing his hat to her.
I used to hve at the Forks."
"Are you married yet?" questione d the young
woman. ·
"No; not yet."
"He's engaged though," spoke up Cheyenne
· '
Charlie.
"To the girl he saved from the Indians I ·sup:·
··
'
.
pose?"
· ·
"Yes; that's Tight."
"See here!" interrupte d Wild, "life is too sho-rf
to talk ~b~ut love affairs when there is anythinl!H
else on tne .carpet. I do all my love talking when
I am with my girl."
"That's right," chimed in the husband of the
yo~ng woman, who showed just the least sign of
bemg angered a~ the way she was talking. Wild
ch&nged the subJect very quickly then. He introduced his four companio ns, and learned the name~
of th~ four men. They were Maxwell, Peters;
Hadkms an_d Rudge, and said they were on their
w~r to Devil Creek, from Spondulic ks.
I have got a ~on out there," said Maxwell, who
was the oldest m the party and the recognize d
leader: "He s~nt wor,i fo.r us to come on out, a s
there is a chance to get rich pretty quick there "
."He }s ~bout right on that," nodded Liveiy
Rick. 'I hye out t~ere myself, an' I know YOA,:t'.
son, too. Hi~ name JS Marj;. He is a pretty smart
.
youngste r with the cards."
This piece of intelligen ce did not appear to
pl~fse the mother much, but she said nothing.
Do you know the way over to the Creek?"
asked Dove-Eye Dave.
"Well, nc. We are lookin' for ther trail that
branches off somewhe re along here."
"I'll tell you what we will do " remarked
Young Wild West, after a mome~t's thought
"we'll go with you to the Creek. That is wher~
we are bound, anyway, and it will only take us
an hour or two longer to get there. Then if
the redskins do show up again we'll be on hand
to give them a lesson that they won't forget if
'
there. is any o~ ~hem left to g~t away."
This propositio n pleased every one, and without any_ furth~r loss of }ime the wagons were
started m motion. But oxen are as slow as they
are sure, and there was a good journey ahead
of them yet. However, they made the best time
they could and before sun had set they came
sight of the settlemen t called Devil Creek.
The creek itself had to be forded, but Lively
Rick knew just where the proper place was to
do it, and they soon got over. There were only
two shanties in the place, the rest of the habitations being tents. One of the shanties was a
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supply store and the other a saloon. Claims .;ere "I have the pleasure of introducing you to Young
Wild West, the boss town boomer."
staked off here and there, and there were perhaps, a dozen men at work.
As Wild took of his hat and executed a bow
"These are ther first women to come to the there was something like a cheer that went up
·
from the rapidly increasing crowd.
C-Nek," said Lively Rick, in a whisper to Wild.
" don't ·know how the crowd will behave when
"I am very glad to be over here among you "
they set eyes on 'em for the first time."
he said, in his free and easy way. ."It will be
"Well, if they don't beh~ve as they· should,
a pleasure to me to help you people alcng and
ge~ you going ~ight, I assure you."
why, we'll make them," was the reply.
"An' then there'll be trouble."
Boys, he don t look as though he has had much
"We'll stop the trouble, in that case."
experience at bcomin' ~owns, does he?" spoke up
The committee of one cast a glance of admirathe bad man, Hawkb1ll Hank, with something
that was very much like a sneer.
tion at the youthful town boomer. ·
"Gosh dinged if I don't think you would do
Just then the four women alighted from the
it," he remarked.
wagon, and acting as though she wanted to be
"You said these people over here needed to as near as possible to him, the wife of Peters
be tamed down, didn't ycu ?"
made her way to where Wild was standing-.
"Wh~pee ! L:>?k at ther calico, boys!" cried ·
"Yes; that's what I said."
Hawkh1ll Hank, his face lighting up with a reck"Well, that ·is the first thing to be done, then.
less smile. "This is a pleasure that I didn't exWhat is the use of trying to boom ·a new town
with a lot of reckless wild men in it to Keep pect. Jove! But I must do ther welcoming act
setting things back all the while? The first thing in true style!"
He leaped forward as though he meant to emto be done is to get the majority interested in
brace the woman and kiss her, but paused bethe project. Then everybody has got to work
·
for the common interest of bettering and improv- fore he quite reached her.
ing the town. When that gets under way it will
"I fo1;got," he said, in an aJ?ologetic way. "I
be easy enough to do the rest. I'll just tet it mu,st wipe ther tobacker from my mouth first."
· Betsey, you come here," Peters called out.
be known in Spondulicks and some other places
"I shan't!" was the reply. "Mr. West won't
~st of us that I have bought some land out
here; that will do the business all right. People
let that loafer touch me, I know he won't!"
The bad man had been drinking, and he was
who have heard of me have got it in their heads
bent on kissing the woman, no matter at what
that everything I take hold of turn"'s into gold."
cost, so he made a grab and succeeded in catch- ·
"That's just what we wanted you for. We
ing her about the waist.
knew you would be enough attraction to draw,
an' what we want here is people, an' plenty of
"Hands off that woman!" cried Young Wild
West.
'em."
"Now, you'll see Hawkbill Hank get his medi"Who is the real bad man of the town?" asked
cin~," whispered Lively Rick to the storekeeper. ·
Wild.
'I wo or three of the miners heard this and
"Hawkbill Hank is the feller that makes more
trouble than any one else. He is enough to they watched with interest, though they ~eally ·
thought that the young fellow who had dared to
keep any tenderfoot away from a place, he is."
''And the rest of the gang are about like him, cross the worst man in the camp would be the
on~ . to get the me1icine. They were of the
I suppose?"
opm1on that Hawkb1ll Hank was going to kiss
"Yes; pretty near all of 'em."
"As the little cavalcade filed into the mining the woman, if he had to wade through blood
~ p and came to a halt in front of the one- to do it. 'fhere was a look of genuine surprise
story shanty, where the common necessaries of on_ the 1;ascal's. face. as he turned his gaze upon
Wild, still holdmg fast to Betsey, who was trying
life could be purchased at an exorbitant price, the
miners and hangers-on began to assemble. The to pull herself free.
"What did you say?" he asked.
keen eyes of Young Wild West quickly sized up
"I said take your hands off that woman! Are
these men, and he came to the conclusion that
though none of them were really so fierce, they you going to do it?"
.
"When I gjt my kiss."
might really prove a bad lot to handle.
Spa~! Wild's fist caught him squarely under
"That's Hawkbill Hank," whispered Lively
the chm and the bad man relinquished his hold
Rick, pointin~ to a big fellow who wore a flaming
red shirt and buckskin trousers, with yellow upon Betsey, staggered back a few paces, and
fell to the ground.
fringe on them. "You _can easily see why he
"Don't touch your shooter! If you do I will fill
is called Hawkbill; look at his beak! It is the
you full of holes!" exclaimed Wild, who was now
greatest nose in the ,hills today!"
right in trim for anything. "I came over here
Sure enough, the man did have a nose that
was shaped like the beak of a hawk, and he had to Devil Creek on the invitation of you people.
You want me to help boom the town, and if I
an eye on .him that showed quite plainly that
am going to do it, I am going to have my way
there was not much good in him. Wild waited
for Lively to dismount, and then he promptly about it. Here you go, insulting the first lady
followed suit. Cheyenne Charlie, Jack Robedee you ever saw here. That isn't the way to boom
a town, and I. don't propose to allow anything
and Dove-Eye Dave quickly swung themselves to
the ground, and then the four men who had come of the sort while I am here."
Nearly the entire population was there now, ·
the Creek for the purpose of settling did like·
wise.
and about half of the me:n received this SJ)eech
with a cheer. But the other half did not ,eem
"Boys!" called ·out Lively Rick, taking off his
broad-brimmed hat and <loin£ a flourish with it, to like it. They felt that it was a trifle too
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much to take from a mere boy, and we1·e of the
opinion· that he ought to be given a lesson.
"Don't shoot him, Hank:," said one. "Git up
an' give him a good maulin'; we don't want him
to bite ther dust, 'cause we have got ter have
him start ther town ter boomin'."
At this Lively Rick b·J1·st into a loud laugh.
He seemed to be tickled immensely at what was
taking place.
"Take my advice, boys, an' you'll let Young
Wild West alcne," he observed. "He ain't· thtr
man to stand much foolin', I can tell you."
"You seE:m to have become putty well acquainted with him," remarked the man who had
,
spoken just before.
"I guess I have. I'll jest t ell you that he
kin outwrestle, outshoot., and outride anything
that steps before him. Why, he chucked me over
his head as though I wasn't any more than a
baJ? of government biscuit!"
The bad man was now seated on the ground,
looking around him as though he did not know
just what had happened. Wild told Betsey to go
back and do as her husband said, and she did
so. He really thought that the woman needed
a good scolding, but said nothing· about it just
' then. flis three companions were keeping a
sharp watch on the men, and at the first move
they made to down the yo,mg fellow they would
take a hand.
But coolness is a great thing trJ have, and
Young Wild West was possessed of a whole lot of
the article.
"Mr. Bad Man," said he, fixing his eyes on
Hawkbill Hank, "you have got your hand pretty
close to your shooter. and you are getting it closer
all the tlme. Now, if you so much as touch it, off
goes one or two of your fingers!"
The rascal took his hand away immediately
and got upon his feet, and the instant he did so,
regardless of the warning he had received, he
made a grab for his revolver. But he did not r~ull
it from the holster before Wild's revolver· cracked,
and with a howl of n\ge and pain he threw up
his hand, jerking the weapon out and causing it
to fall on the ground as he did so. The blood was
fl.owing from his forefinger. The bullet had taken
off the end of it very neatly, and striking the !Jarrel of the revolver, had glanced and lodged m a
tree that was close by. A murmur of applause
went up which was soon almost drowned by angry
exclamations. One rough-looking man, who wore
a corduroy coat, the front of which was adorned
with a double row of big pearl buttons, drew his
revolver and fired a shot at Wild, which pi.issed
him by about a foot and hit one of the oxen between the eyes, bringing the beast to the ground.
"Droµ that gun,!" !!ried Wild, now thoroughly
aroused. "Drop it, I say!"
There was an awful lot of meaning in his
voice, for the fellow gave in right away, and
down went the revolver.
"Now, stand around side to me-hurry up! I_f
you don't move quickly I'll send a bullet through
your cowardly heart!"
It was really wonderful to see how tli-e miners,
who had been so anxious to teach the boy a lesson, cooled down. They stood as if transfixed, ·
and with bated breath waited to see what was
coming. When the miner with the corduroy coat
was but halfway around, Young Wild West drew
his other revolver, and then a shot from each of

t1?-em in Quick succession, and as many butto
disappeared from the coat. There were but eight
on it, and when that many shots ha'.i been .fired
•
there was not one left.

CHAPTER IV.-Wild Is Embarrasse:d.
The bad men of Devil Creek had neve1· seen
such shcoting before. There was not one among
them who did not realize that his life was not
wor th the snuff of a candle if Young Wild W-'!st
should take it in his head to make targets of
them.
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" cried
the storekeeper, and then everybody shouted, even
to the bad man who hac! lost the tip of his forefinger. But the cheering for our hero did not
com~ from .the hearts of all of them. 'l'hey simply Jomed m because they saw the tide was runni;1g that way. Maxwell's son, whQ had rema.ned
wit1?- the 1?en who had been so much angered
agamst Wild, now ste1Jped over and greeted his
pa1:ents. It was evident that. he was not a very
lovmg son, or he would have done this before.
Wil~ made. up his mind that the young man was
rapidly gomg to the bad. His vile associations
had hardened him considerable.
"I'll take him in hand and see if I can't make
a man out of him," he thought.
Everyone had put away their shooters now so
Young Wild West walked over to a packing ~a:,e
that stood in front of the supply store; and
·
mounting it, said:
"Gentlemen, I hope you have no hard feelings
toward me. As I said before, I have come over
here at your own invitation to hE:lp boom your
town. On the way here we ran across four men
and their wives, who said they W'ere coming here
to locate. I hope you will give them all the show
you can and help them get along. But one thing
yo·u must remember, and that is, that you have
got to treat newcomers right, if you expect them
to stay here. Any man who would insult a woman ought to be shot, and I hope that any honest
man here who sees such a thing done will take it
on himself to do the shooting. I picked out Mr.
Hawkbill Hank as being about the· worst one
· among you the moment he insulted the wife of
Mr. Peters here. I hope he will thank me for the
-lesson I just gave him, and try to be ~ gentleman
in the future. Now, then, if you have no objections, we will all go over to the whisky mill and
have something. I see it is completely deserted.
I'll be ready to talk business with you in the
morning about the town booming."
There was a lot of cheering at this, and to a
man they follow Wild to the apology for a hotel.
There were no soft drinks or cigars for sale
there, so Wild did not take anything, though
he did not offer to make any remarks about the
evils of getting drunk just then. He knew that
would not work in such a place a s that, so the
best way was to allow them to go ahead in that
direction and try to teach them something else.
And the strangest part of it was that no one
said a word because he did not take any of th~
·•
fiery stuff.
Charlie, ,lack and Dove-Eye Dave drank theirs
along with the rest, and when Wild had settled
the bill he made arrangements with the landlord.
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for accommodations for the four of them over

night. The best they could get to sleep on were
eommon pine boards, but they were used to all
kinds of beds, so that mattered little. While
StlsJPer was being prepared for them, Young Wild
West sought out young Maxw~ell, and said:
"See here, young fellow, your father' and
mother have come out here to better their condition in life, and it is your duty to help them.
They have brought three other families with
them, and in my capacity as boomer of the town,
I shall expect you to look out for their interests.
I guess I had better take it on myself and appoint you to do this. Don't forget that there
are women and children here now, and use every
effort to make the men realize it."
"Do you know," said Mart Maxwell, grasping
our hero by the hand, "that I have had men old
enough to be your grandfather talk to me, but
what you have said has affected me more than
all of them put together. I promise you that I
will do just as you say; and I will help you to
the best of my ability. I want to be counted as
one of your friends."
"I am glad to hear you talk that way, I can
see that you have a pretty fair education, but
you have drifted among people below you and
are pretty well on the road to the dogs. But it
ii}_ never too late to mend, Mart Maxwell. Just
keep that thought in your mind, and you are
bound to come out right in the end, that is, if
you don't wait too long to make the turn."
"I have made the turn since you began talking to me. If you find me on the- wrong road
again I want you to shoot me. I mean that!"
The young man's voice and actions showed
that he did mean it. There were tears in his
eyes as he gave the h_and of Young Wild West
another clasp, and then he walked over to the
eamp the' new arrivals were busy making. Maxwell and the other three men were dressing the
oxen that had been killed by the bullet meant
for Wild's heart. The beast would not make
the best meat by any means, but it would come
in very handy for them, just the same, as they
c uld salt it and dry it. The supper at the
Creek Hotel was not of the finest edibles, but it
was pretty substantial food, and our friends made
away with it.
They saw to it that their horses were given
the proper care and then took seats on the
benches in front of the hotel, to take a good
rest before retiring. During the evening Wild
had several talks with the men who were anxious
to get the town going, and he freely gave them
his views. They seemd to appreciate. what he
said, and appeared to be very hopeful of success. The creek that ran through that flat piece
of land at the foot of the mountain had plenty
of gold dust at the bottom, and it was from its
bed that the miners were taking out the stuff.
It was quite easy to get, as all they had to
do was dig up the bottom and wash it in pans.
When Wild listened to the way they were working things, he made up his mind that they were
losing about half the dust in getting it out. But
if they were it went back into the creek, and
~Id be there for some one else to get. Among
the listeners to Wild's talk was Hawkbill Hank.
He appeared to be greatly interested, though our
:hero was satisfied that he was putting on.
The rascal had his finger tied up in a big
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bandage, and it was certain that a man of his
caliber would not be very apt to take kindly to
the person who shot the end of his finger .off.
So Wild kept an eye on him. But neither the
man_ nor any ~ne else showed any ~igns of being
hostile that mght, and after makmg sure that
their horses were all right, our friends went to
~e place allotted to t~em to sleep, and turned

rn.

Young Wild West was always up bright and
early mornings. He believed in the old theory of
"Early to bed, early to rise," and always practiced
it when it was possible for him to do so. Sometimes it was impossible, and on such occasions it
co~ld not be helped. In spite of his hard bed,
Wild slept well and awoke at sunrise. His first
thought was his faithful sorrel steed, and he went
to the stable to see if he was all right. Finding
that he was, he started to take a walk around the
c_amp and see what sort of a place it was in daylight. The sun was just showing above a distant
mountain range, and the air was fresh and
bracing.
"This is certainly a fine place to start a hustling town," he thought, as he walked around the
almost level tract. "There is no reason that there
can't be a population of -a thousand here inside
of a year-that is, if there is any gold here at
all."
He walked till he came to the bank of the creek,
and then started slowly toward the source of the
stream. Wild did not pause until he reached the
point where the water came tumbling over the
rocks in a miniature cascade. This was the place
where the inhabitants of the camp got the water
they used. It was pure and clear as any he had
~ver seen, so he concluded to take a good wash.
There was a bucket there, which some one had
left for the use of any one who might happen
along, so he rinsed it, and then filled it with the
water by standing on a jutting piece of rock and
holding it to the edge of the cascade. Wild had
just finished taking a good wash and was combing out his long chestnut locks when he heard a
footstep close at hand . . Looking up, he saw Betsey Peters, the comely wife of one of the new
arrivals.
"Good-morning, Young Wild West," she said,
smiling sweetly at him. "I saw you come up this
way, so I thought I would come also and get a
bucket of water. Mart Maxwell told us last night
where he had to come for our water for drinking
and cooking purposes."
"Good-morning, Mrs. Peters," retorted our hero,
with a just degree of coolness in his voice. "You
are up rather early, aren't you?"
"Yes; I am the first one up in the camp. Do
you know, I did not sleep very well last night?
I was thinking of you."
"Thinking of me! You should not bother your
head about me, my dear woman. You have a husband and a little child; those are the ones yoUshould thil\k about."
The woman's face turned red as she set the
bucket she had carried to the place on the ground.
"Don't you think there is a great difference between me and my husband?" she asked in a tone
that was not much above a whisper. "I have
been told that I am rather handsome, and I am
only twenty-three; Peters is homely and uncouth
·
in his manners, and is past forty."
"Didn't you know that when you married him?"
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retorted Wild, hardly knowing what to say. "You
should not talk that way, Mrs. Peters. Promise
me that you will never say such a thing again!"
"I can't! I can't!" and she burst into a flood
of tears and sank to the ground.
"Here! Here! Don't go on like that. Let
me get your water for you, and then you go
right back to the camp and make the coffee for
your husband and baby. Forget how you have
acted this morning. I give you my word that I
lwiU never mention it. And right here let me
tell you that I am engaged to be married to
Arietta Murdock, the best girl in the whole world.
Love your nusband as I love my girl."
She made no reply to this, but when Wild p:ot
the bucket of water for her and started back for
the c_a mp, she followed him as meekly as a lamb.
. "I guess I have cured her," thought Wild. But
he did not know much about a woman, and
h_e was to find out that he was badly mistaken
before he left Devil Creek.
Betsey Peters had been getting along with her
husband pretty well, but she · had an idea that
she .w;.is pretty. and that ev.ery fine-looking man
she met was in love with her. Wild really pitied
the wQman, though it must be said that he did
not haye much of a feeling of respect for her
ideas. As young as he was, he had a pretty fair
idea of what a wife should be to a husband who
was doing his best to provide for her and get
nlong"in the world, and when he thought of pretty
Arietta Murdock he could not refrain from shaking his head. The difference between the two
females was great.
"Of course it might be possible that Et would
tire of me after we were married a while, but
I would be willing to stake my life that she
wouldn't."
· That was the conclusion that the handsome
young prince ' of the saddle came to as he left
the woman a few yards from the temporary quarters of the four families who had come to the
Creek to seek their fortunes. When he got back
to the shanty hotel he found Cheyenne Charlie
and the rest up and waiting for him.
"We have been watching you carrying the
bucket of water for that young woman," observed
Charlie, with a grin. "Better look 0•1t, Wild. The
first thing you know her husband will be getting
jealous."
"I don't think so," was the reply. "I met her
at the cascade by accident, and could do no more
-than carry the water for her; any one would
have done that." ·
· "She seems to be a little too peart an' skittish,"
spoke up Dove-Eye Dave. "I've seen wimmen
li:ke her before, an' I never thought any too much
of !em. I don't mean that I think you care a
cent for her, but it strikes me that she has taken
a liking to you, an' when a woman takes to a
feller, an' he don't shut her off putty quick, she'll
make trouble for him. You kin just gamble on
that."
Wild change-cl the subject to another•topic, and
a few minutes later they were called in to their
breakfast.
CHAPTER V.-The Boom of Devil Creek Begins.
When our four friends had eaten breakfast
they saw to their horses, and then went out and
took seats on the' benches in front of the hotel.

"'

It was pretty early, and not many of the mine1a
had shown up yet. In a few minutes Lively Rick
came along, accompanied by the storekeepe:r,
whose name was Jenks.
"I forgot to tell you who was our chairman
last night when I introduced you to the gang;i'
said Lively, halting in front of our hero. "It is
Jenks, here. He 1s about as well educated as any
of us, and he knows something about parliamentary rules, as he calls 'em."
"Well, Mr. Jenks," said Wild, "I have looked
over the place a little this morning, and I am of
the opinion that you have got as fine ~ chance to
start a hustling town here as one could hope for.
As soon as you get the boys ·together we will take
a walk around and stake out the land I am to
get in case the town is mcreased to a hundred
and fifty population in sixty days. Tnen we will
·
start in to do so111ething."
· "Good! That is the way I like to hear you
·
talk."
About half an hour later the entire population
~f the cam_p was gath~red _in front of the store,
and Jenks opened up the meeting by a few remarks very suitable to the .occasion, after which
he introduced Young Wild West, the champion
town boomer of the West. Wild started right in,
talking direct from the heart, . for he could see
that his hearers were deeply interested. He
talked for about half an hour, and tQld them ju,~;
how a town must be run to make it a success. He
advised them to make the saloons a little scarce
and not have too many gambling houses open to
take away the earnings of the miners. He
then asked the chairman to appoint a committee
to ride over to Spondulicks and get it put in the
paper published there that Young Wild West had
started mining operations at Devil Creek, which
was located twenty miles from Weston, and about
twenty-three from Spondulicks in a straight line.
"This does not want to go into the paper as an
advertisement; it must be on the front page in
the form of genuine news,". he said. "It -may
cost. a little to get it in that way, but it will pay
iJl 'the end. I'll write out about what wants to go
. ."
m
He did so as soon as the meeting adjourne-J,
and then a man who could be trusted was dispatched to Spondulicks to attend to the matter.
Wild had the pick of the land, and he and his
three companioi:is socn staked out the portions allotted to them, and then went right at work to
make it look as if some hustling was being done.
There was plenty of good timber on the place, so
they borrowed a couple of axes from Maxwell,
and when night came they had nearly finished a
good-sized log cabin. Jenks told them that if they
waited a few weeks before building they could
have used boards instead of logs, as he had sent
for a sawyer's outfit, nails and all sorts of building tools.
"It will be the only log cabin in to~n," he said.
"That's all right," answered Wild. "It will be
a monument to show people how the boom of
Devil Creek started."
"And something to remind us of Young Wild
West," added Lively Rick, who was standing
near. That evening Wild noticed that Haw-kbill Hank, the fellow who had lost the butto11i
from his coat, and another hang-dog looking man
were keeping pretty close together and talking
verv earnestly, It struck him that the villains
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were concocting some sort of a scheme to get re8'1'.~nge upon him. He knew they did not dare to
<lpenly attack him, or even shoot him in the back
while there was any one around. If they did
that they would certainly fall into the hands of
_J dge Lynch, for nearly all the miners were now
~orable to him and anxious to see his plans go
through. Wild lost no time in telling his suspicions to his three friends from Weston.
"I've been watchin' 'em," said Cheyenne Charlie.
"In my opinion, that Hawkbill Hank has got to
either git out or go under. He won't be any use
to this place. Them other two is jest as bad,
too. You wait, now. If I catch 'em at any of
their tricks I'll surely let some hot lead into 'em."
. Our hero said nothing to this. He realized
that there was a whole lot of wisdom in the remarks. Hawkbill Hank had ilis hand tied up in
a ·big bandage and carried it in a sling. · But it
was a noticeable fact that when either of the four
women at the Creek came along he invariably
turned his head. He remembered his lesson all
right. l'_h ings went along pretty good for three
days. The committee had attended to its work in
f;,pondulicks, ancj. _at sunset on t'he fourth day
after Young Wild West's arrival at the Creek, an
eld-time stage-coach drove up to the shanty hotel.
It was loaded with boomers, the first to arrive
since Wild had opened up the game. They were
all men-miners who were experienced, in fact-!'find the majority of them had plenty of money.
They made things howl at Devil Creek that night,
and the next day, as soon as they became sober
enough-, they- set about staking out claims. Jenks,
the enterprising storekeeper, made arrangements
to have the stage-coach make two trips a week
to the Creek, until fu1-ther notice.
He did this on the advice of Wild, who was
sure that the boom was going to fully come
up to his expectations. There were eleven of the
new arrivals, and this made the population pretty
close to fifty now, or more, counting the children
.of Maxwell and his friends. One of the new
ones was a regular desperado, He had come
there for the purpose of getting hold of what
·he could, and then steal a horse and get out. His
name was Black Dick, or rather that was the
"))me he went by. When he was there just a day
he fell in love with the handsome sorrel belonging
to Young Wild West. Black Dick was as reckless
as he was bad. No one knew him, not even those
he had come with. But they took it for granted
that he had come for the purpose of getting his
fortune, the same as they had. They did not
th-ink !he had come there just to get hold of a lot
of gold dust and then sneak out. The desperado
was pretty sly, and when night came he had managed to get hold of about a thousand dollars :in
dust and money, by stealing it from the unsuspecting ones. Then he set his plans to get hold
of the 'h orse he wanted. As thmgs had gone on
so smoothly since they had been there, our friends
had becomme a trifle careless· about their animals.
They exercised them a little every day, fed and
watered them whenever they needed it and put
them up nights, having the landlord's guarantee
that they were as safe there as anywhere in the
world. That made it pretty easy for Black Dick
"t4 steal the sorrel. He had staked out a claim
Ktld worked diligently all day, and that was sufficient to make every one believe that he had come
ere to dig gold, the same as the rest 1

The shanty hotel was pretty full, and three
poker games were going in full blast that ni~ht
about eleven o'clock. Our hero was thinkmg
about going to bed and was standing near the
door, when suddenly he heard a well-known neigh.
Wild gave a start.
"That's my horse!" he said to Jack, who was
standing near him. "He has got loose and is going to take a run around."
"There he goes!" exclaimed Jack, as the sound
of clattering hoofs came to their ears.
"That's · right! And he ain't alone, either.
There is some one 1·iding him. There must be a
horse thief in town."
Dove-Eye -Dave was in a poker game, but
Charlie was not. Wild quickly called to the latter, and the three ran to the place where the
horses were kept. The sorrel was gone, sure
enough-.
"Come, boys!" exclaimed Wild, as he threw the
saddle on Dove-Eye Dave's horse. "I want my
horse, and I am going to have him."
As experienced as they were with horse flesh,
it did not take them long -to mount and ride off.
They were hot on the trail of the thief before
any one else at the creek !knew what had happened. Our hero felt confident of getting back
his horse, for he knew that Spitfire could not be
forced to his full speed by any one else, and aa
the horses they rode were the best the country
afforded, they would soon overtake him, unless
they were thrown off the trail. The hoof-beats
could not be heard now, since the horse thief
was riding over a sandy stretch, but a few seconds later, when he struck the rocky portion of
the trail that rounded the mountain, the clatter
came to the ears of our friends.
"Less than a quarter of a mile away," said
Wil<l. "Now, boys, we mu$t do something."
The moon was just coming up when the,started up the rise, and this made it more easy
to pick their way. The clatter made by the animals they rode now drowned that made by the
stolen sorrel, but there was no other way to go
for a full two miles, and if they could only overtake the scoundrel in that distance he WO"tJld fall
an easy victim.
"If he starts in at whipping the horse he wiU
find that he will cover a great deal less ground,
and he wants to be mighty careful he don't get
thrown, for Spitfire knows how to buck, and he
generally does it when he thinks it is necessary."
As Wild said this his companions nodded. They
knew he spoke tbe truth. Up the mountain trail
the three horses thundered. It seemed that they
knew they were following the one they had been
associated with, for they needed no urging whatever. In just one minute from the time they
struck the mountain path Wild caught a glimp!je
of the horse and rider ahead. With tightly compressed lips he loosened the lariat which was
hanging to the pommel of the saddle. His two
companions noticed his action and did likewise.
There was no perceptible gain on the horse thief
for the next three minutes. The way was very
rough, and it was difficult for any of them to
ride at any great speed. That gave Black Dick
a chance to get away with his booty and the
fufest specimen of horseflesh he had ever been
astride of. Half a mile further and he would be
on comparatively soft ground again. Then he
miJ?ht be able to elude his pursuers. The reckless
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scoundrel meant to make a fight for it if it came
to the worst, and he figured on coming off the
victor, as he had now learned that there were
only three pursuing him. But it did not occur
to him that those same three were equal to ten
ordinary men. He was not acquainted with
Young Wild West, who was a host in himself.
On, on went the pursued and the pursuers. In
a very short time now the open would be reached.
It came, with Black Dick about two hundred
yards in the lead. Our f~·iends did not offer to
fire a shot at him. As good shots as they were,
they did not want to run the risk of wounding
the horse.
"Now boys forward!" cried Wild, swinging the
lariat in his hand ready to let it go at the proper time.
His voice was heard by the horse thief and by
the handsome sorrel as well. Black Dick strove
to urge the horse ahead faster, but instead of increasing his speed, Spitfire came to an abrupt
halt, shooting the · villain over his head like a
catapult. Black Dick was quite active, though,
and landed on his feet. He recovered his balance
very quickly, and pausing long enough to fire
two shots at his pursuers, he took to his heels for
a growth of bushes to the right. . Cheyenne
Charlie's lariat was the first to go whizzing
through the air. He was now pretty close to the
fugitive, and the noose settled about , h~s body
with its snaky motion, and then Black Dick was
jerked off his feet in the twinkling of an eye.
"Whoopee!" yelled Jack Robedee, as he reined
in his horse and dismounted.
Crack! Crack! Black Dick had not dropped
his revolver, and though his arms we.re pinioned
to his sides, he fil·ed two shots. But his aim was
not good. He simply fired at random, and the
bullets flew wide of the mark. Jack kicked the
weapon fr.om his hand before he could again press
the trigger, and then the horse thief was m~de
a prisoner. Wild had not paid the least attention
to the fellow after Spitfire so neatly threw him.
He had · dismounted and caught the horse, and
was petting him while the rest of the business
was going on. He knew only too '_'l'ell that it "".as
all up with the rasc~l when Charlie let tbe lariat
go.
"Who is the fellow, anyway-?" he asked, as he
lighted a match, when it was all over. "Ah!
One of the new arrivals, eh? Well, boys, put him
on Dove-Eye's horse, and we'll take bim back
to Devil Creek. He must be made an example
of."
CHAPTER VI.-Making an Example of a Horse
Thief.
In a very short time the captive was placed
on the horse of Dove-Eye Dave and securely tied
there. Before doing this, however, Jack Robedee took the precaution to wind the la.riat tightly
around Bl-ack Dick's body, thus making it an
utter impossibility for him to get loose. The
villian evidently realized that his time had pretty
nearly come, but he took things very coolly, just
the same.
"Go ahead an' have your fun," he said. "I've
been· a slick galoot in my day, an' this is ther first
time I ever , got caught. I'm fifty-six years old,
an' I've haa my day anyhow."

"That's the way to talk, my friend," replied
Yol!ng Wild West. "You are about old enough to
be my grandfather, and you certainly ought to
know better. I have no pity for a horse thief or
a murderer, no1· never will have. You'li dance on
nothing at the end of a rope before you are many
hours older, or my name is not Young Wilfl
West!"
"Why in thunder don't you string me up here,
then, an' have done with it? I knows I have got
ter go, an' yer mought as well hurry ther job, so's
I won't have ther time to worry over what I've
done in my time."
"We want to make an example of you," spoke
up Cheyenne Charlie. "Youn~ Wild West was
engaged to come over to Devil Creek an' help
boom a new town, an' you are ther first one that
will be hung in it. A funny old town it would
be if there wasn't a hangin' to help celebrate its
start; You come over just in time, you did."
"That's right," chimed in Jack. "We hain't
had any excitement since our arrival at ther
Creek, with the exception of ther accidental shootin' of an ox, an' a f eller havin' his finger shot off,
an' another losin' ther buttons off ·hls coat. You
are just ther feller we wanted, so shut your trap,
an' say no more about it."
It seemed that Black Dick concluded to act on
this advice, for he made no reply. But as our
friends rode along and gradually neared the
Creek he began to grow more uneasy, and mar~
than once he made superhuman efforts to burs(
his bonds. He was one of the wickedest men who
had ever breathed fresh mountain air or rode
across the boundless prairie under a scorching
sun, but his nerves were beginning to fail him,
for all that. The most reckless fellow in the
world will generally quail when he is certain that
di:ath is nigh. With Jack leading the horse our
three friends reached the level plain . at the foot
of the mountain. The settlement of Devil Creek
was not over two or three hundred yards distant
now. Wild took note of- the fact that everything
was in full blast at the shanty hotel yet. The
miners who had cong:regated there were having
a glorious time and were unmindful of the fact
that it was time for them to retire and take the
rest they were in need of. Dove~ye Dave still
sat at the pt>ker game when Wild and his co
panions rode up with the horse thief, but the
instant he heard what was in the wind he arose
from the table, as did the rest of the players.
"A horse thief, hey!" cried storekeeper Jenks,
as he rushed out. "Well, I guess our town is
getting to be something! This is the first one
we've had, an' I, for one, am mighty proud of it."
"An' so are we all, I guess," chimed in the
landlord of the hotel. "Who is ther cuss, anyway?"
"Gentlemen," said Wild, still retaining his seat
in the saddle, "one of the new arrivals to our
town fell in love with my horse, and he could not
resist the temptation to mount him and take
French leave. I happened to recognize the neigh
of the horse and at once started in pursuit with
Charlie and Jack. We overtook him just the
other side of the turn around the mountain, and
here he is. Have any of you lost anything? He
seems to have considerable dust and money about
. "
h rm.
Then it was that the victims of the thief faun '
out that they had been robbed. One or two ot
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them had found it out almost as soon as they
had been relieved, but had said nothing, in the
e of catching him trying the game on some
one else. Then the crowd got right down to business without any further loss of time.
"Judge Lynch! Judge Lynch!" was shouted
from all sides, and as Wild and his two friends
dismounted, the crowd took possession of the
prisoner.
"Say!" yelled Jenks, loud enough to make himself heard. "Don't you think it would be better
to keep him until daylight an' give all ther gang
a chance to see him off?"
This seemed to strike the majority of the men
favorably, but the others were for hanging the
wretch right away. After a whole lot of arguing, in which Wild took no part at all, it was
decided to tie up the horse thief and keep a watch
over him till morning, when Judge Lynch would
·settle his case. So Black Dick was roughly taken
from off the horse and tied to a tree near the
supply store. Two men were appointed to keep
watch over him, to make sure that he did not
escape, and then the majority sought their
shanties and tents. Though it had been his treasured horse the man had stolen, Young Wild West
~itied the villian. But he knew it would not be
the proper thing for him to ask the miners to be
lenient with him. A horse-thief was about the
worst thing going in the opinion of a real Westerner· in those days, and it was generally but a
very few minutes that he was allowed to live
.after being caught. This being the first case to
happen at Devil Creek, the miners wanted to
make a perfect job of the hanging, and they
wanted everybody to witness it. From thinking
about the narrow escape he had had from losing his horse and other things, which he could not
get off his mind, Wild could not sleep well that
night. He---got up just as day was breaking and
went out to take a walk in the fresh air.
Of
course the first thing he did was to go and take
a look at the sorrel, and finding him all right, he
~lked over toward the creek.
"I wonder where those buffalo bones are that
Dove-Eye was talking about?" he asked him11elf, as he came to a smooth stretch of sand. "I
guess I'll get a shovel and dig for some."
· He knew where to find a shovel, of course, and
in getting it he passed the tree where the horsethief was tied. The wretch had given way to
sleep, and so had the two men who had been appointed to watch him.
"I won't disturb him," thought Wild. "It will
be his last sleep on earth, ·so I won't make any
noise."
He got the shovel without waking either the
prisoner or his guards, and then walked back
to the sandy plain near the foot of the bluff. He
had no more than fairly commenced digging in
the sand when, sure enough, he sti·uck bones. He
~ept on digging, and soon unearthed the skull of
a bull which was in an a!most perfect condition.
"I'll keep those stubby horns," he muttered.
"They will be quite a novelty some day."
~ "Good-morning, Mr. West!"
· Wild gave a start of surprise, and looking up,
beheld Betsey Peters standing before him. It was
the first time he had seen her to speak to her
aince the morning he had met her at the cascade.
"Good-morning, Mrs. Peters," he answered, and
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then went on with his work of cleaning off the
buffalo skull.
"What have you there?" she asked.
"A buffalo skull that I have dug up," he
answered, and then rising to his feet, he started
for the log cabin, not caring to have anything
further to say to her.
"A peculiar sort of woman," he thought.
Our hero went back to the cabin, where he now
slept with his · companions, and lying down upon
the bench of fir limbs that formed his couch,
dropped off to sleep immediately. He did not
wake until past eight o'clock, and would not have
done so then if Dove-Eye Dave had not called
him and told him that the horse thief was about
to take his medicine.
'.'I _can't :5ay t!'tat I like to see a hanging," said
Wild, rubbing his eyes, "but I suppose I will have
to go, or the men will think I'm really chickenhearted, after all. My being there don't say that
I will have to look at the fellow when he goes up."
"There's somethin' that always. draws me to a
horse-thief hangin'-fascination, I guess, you call
it," observed Dove-Eye Dave.
"Me, too," nodded Jack.
But Charlie was of the same opinion as Wild,
and he said nothing. In a few minutes all four
were walking over to the crowd that had gathered
about,the tree to which the victim was tied.
"We're w-aitin' for you fellers," said Lively
Rick.
"Go ahead and get it over with," replied Wild.
That was enough! Two minutes later the
body of Black Dick was dangling in the air. That
was the kind of justice the people of the Black
Hills dealt out. After the hanging the crowd
filed into the bar of the shanty hotel, and the
landlord did a rushing business for a couple of ·
hours. Then, at the suggestion of Young Wild
West, the body was cut down and given a decent
burial. · Storekeeper Jenks got a slab of wood
and carved on it the following inscription:
,Here Lies Black Dick
He was a horse-thief, and he died trying
to kick holes through the_air.
"Stranger, pause, and then remember
The hanging happened in September.
The thieving cuss had no one to love,
So he flew to the land that's up above."
Wild said this was very appropriate when it .
was shown to him, so it was accordingly set up
over the man's grave.

CHAPTER VII.-A Challenge and the Result.
Saturday night the stage arrived with another
load of boomers. Among these was a flashilydressed man, who said he had come over to see
about opening up a concert hall. This news was
very pleasing to the miners, for they' had not
heard anything in the line of music, except the
:¥heezy old. accordion owned by the storekeeper,
m a long time. And when the man said he was
going to bring. over two or three actresses, fresh
from the Chicago theaters, who could sing and
dance to perfection, the rough men voted to a
man for him to come. Wild said nothing against

-.
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it, for he knew ·s uch . places would certainly help
boom: the ·town. It was the .way of the wild and
woolly West, a11d that was all there was to it.
Th'e conce1:t man gave his name as Sam Granger,
and he was so affable and generous that the crowd
took a great liking to him.
"Well," remarked Wild to the storekeeper, as
he sat on a bench in front of the supply store,
"I have been here a little over a week now, and I
guess I'll have to go over to Weston to-morrow
morning t9 stay a couple of days and attend to
business. I'll .come back some time Tuesday."
"You have certainly done a whole lot for us
since you have been here," was . the reply. "We
have more than doubled our population in a week,
and it is all because you came over here. and had
that piece put in the Spoundulicks paper. You
know your business, Wild, ·and, there is no mis,
taking it:'' ·
"Well, I have been so successful that I flatter
myself I do know my business. As young; as I
am,' mine has been an eventful life. I believe I
was born just for the life I am leading. My
parents were killed by Indians when I was scarcely three ¥ears old, and by an oversight on the part
of the red demons I was left. in a clump of bushes
near the remains of our burned cabin. I was
found a little later by a detachment of United
States Cavalry, and because they could _not understand my baby language when I tried to ~11 them
my name, they gave me the name of Young W_ild
West, which you must agree was rather appropriate."
"I should say it was," said Jenks, becoming
niuch interested. "Have you any recollection at
all of your father and mother?"
"Just a faint one. Sometimes when I am lying
half-awake at night I have a faint recollection of
being tossed into the air and fondled by a pair of
brawny ,arms, and then there is a gentle face
stamped on my memory, and sometimes there is
a sweet lullaby song ringing in my ears, which I
know could come from no one but a mother."
"You are right, my boy!'' exclaimed the storekeeper, in a choking voice, and as Wild turned
and looked at him he noticed that there were tears
in the honest gray eyes of the man.
The conversation had broug},lt to him thoughts
of bis own mother, who had died years ago.
Just then Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick
came along, and the subject was changed.
"How about us going home to-morrow, Charlie?" said Young Wild West. "Perhaps Jack and
Dove-Eye Dave would just as leave stay over and
watch the groV1th of the new town. I suppose two
of us ought to stay, anyway."
"I have just been talking to Jae~ an' Dove-Eye
on the same subject, and, strange to say, that
is the very thing they propose-that you an' I go
pver, an' let them stay here."
"Well, that is settled, then. We'll start out
early in the morning. We'll strike home in time
for ainner, then. Anna will be more than glad to
see you, and I am pretty sure Et 'Will give me an
old-fashioned welcome."
"There is no doubt but that she will. She
won't want you to come back again when she
hears something that happened here."
"Don't you won-y about that. Et always believes what I tell her, and as I have never told
bu a lie yet, she ought to. :When I ~ her just

J1
wh_at ~~ppened and what. I did, she won't have
obJections about me commg back to Devil Creek.: "
not for that reason, anyway."
Just befor,e dark another lot of boomers cama
·
in.
').'hey came in a sniall wagon train of oldfashioned prairie schponers, and said they ·had
. ·
come to stay.
There }Vere .twenty-six in the party, about a
··
dozen of them 'being women and · children.
"We heard about the town Young Wild West
w:as boomin','' said the . old plainsman, who had
piloted them safely to the Creek, "an' we reckoned it would be a good chance for us to settle
here. We was goin' to Weston, but thought we
mought stand a better show in a brand new
•
place."
. "VVell, even if my town does lose by your commg here, I am ~lad you came," answered Wild
shl;lking hands with the rough old fellow; "This
gomg to be a r!!d-hot tov.-"11 inside of sixty days
and don't you forget it. There is plenty of gold
here, and all it wants is brawn and perseverance
~o get it ou~. I see you have a couple of fine-looking horses m your outfit."
"Yes, one of 'em is supposed to be ther fastest
an' best trained horse that ever had a saddl
girth buckled about his belly. His owner is p
Lemmer, who stands over there. Pete is about as
go~d as they make. 'ern at handling horse-flesh,
Hes never found his equal at fancy an' reckless
·
riding- yet."
"There are lots of .men in these parts who can
handle horses in- great shape-some better than
'
othe1·s, of course." , ·
"Say! Ain't you somethin' on that line your.:
self?" . queried the old fellow, lookino- Wild
"'
straight in the eye.
"Vl'Pll, perhaps I can ride pretty well."
"Didn't they nickname you the Prince of the
Saddle down at. Fort Bridger?"
"I believe they ,did," replied Wild, now pretty
well satisfied that the man was paving the way
for a match at horsemanship between him and
the fellow he called Pete Lemmer.
"Well, let me introduce you.to Pete, will yer?"
"Certainly."
The introduction was soon made.
"I am glad to meet Young Wild West, ther
Prince of ther Saddle." said Lemmer, loud enough
for every one to hear.
"Boys, I'm called ther Saddle King by som
people where I was raised. What's ther matter
with us havin' a match at fancy ridin' to-night?"
'I'his out-and-out challenge was 1·eceived wit
great favor by those standing around.
Charlie and Jack exchanged knowing winks and
Dove-Eye Dave smiled.
So much faith had those three men in Wild
that they were · sure he was the champion horseman of the West.
"I'll accept your challenge, just for the fun of
it," answered our hero, seeing that he could not
well get out of it.
But it never .struck him once that Lemmer
.
would prove the better rider.
"Pick yer judge, then, an' we'll git right at it!"
cried the newcomer. "My horse iS" just in tri.m
now."
It was rapidly getting dark, so if they expected
tn iro through any fancy tricks that could be
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plainly seen by the spectators, they had to get
right at it.
'
·
· Wild left it to Lemmer to'pick out a judge, and
went at · once to the pology· for a stable where
hM. horse was kept.
.
It was scarcely a minute· before he had Spitfire
saddled and bridled, and when he came 'riding out
to the open space in front of the supply store· he
was greeted by a rousing cheer,
There was plentv .of room there, and when Pete
Lemmer galloped 'up and brought his horse to a
halt by the side of Wild, he· too, got a cheer, for
he looked every inch a horseman. ·
"You are the challenger; lead off." said Young
Lemmer did not wait to be told a second time,
but with a whoop he started around an imaginary
arena and began executing some of the tricks so
common to cowboys when in a reckless and sportive mood.
He· picked up handkerchiefs while riding at
full speed, swung himself backward over the saddle and allowed the· fingers of both hands to touch
the ground and did several other things, all of
which were considered to be easy by Wild.
When he was through, Wild went through the
same performance with more ease and grace, by
far, and the judge was just about to give the
decision in his favor when the ·h andsome young
]\der ·checked him.
"I think we had better call this a tie," he said.
"Now Mr. Lemmer, w e will have a little fancy
shooting while riding at full speed, and then we
will wind up with a race, so we can prove which
is the best horse."
"All rig-ht," replied Lemmer, who was glad to
get a further chance. "I pride myself on bein'
a dead shot, so I ain't afraid to buck again you
on that an' I know my horse has never been
beaten in a spurt."
"Very well; there has got to be a first time always, you know. Mr. Jenks, please let us have a
couple of lantt rns. I will p,a y for them if they
are broken."
· ·
"Certainly," and the storekeeper promptly produced them.
Get a stake, Jack," Wild said to Robedee, as he
lighted the lantern. "Gome over here and drive it
in the ground."
.
. This was done in short order.
Then Wild tied the lighted lantern to the top of
the stake, cam:ing it to hang clear of the ground
about three feet .
"What are you doin' that for? " asked Lemmer,
who was watching the proceedings with a great
deal of interest.
. "I am going to smash the lantern with a bullet
as I ride by," was the reply.
" Is that all? Why, I reckon that is easy enough
to do."
.
"Perhaps it is ; but you watch me and see how I
do it. Then you do it in the same wa y, and I will
admit that I have found my match.''
"Good enough! An' if I don't do it, I'll never
brag ag'in ab.out what I kin do."
Young Wild West now mounted his waiting
steed, and began riding back a nd forth, cutting a
~ figure eight as he did so.
...Ie p::issed the lantern half a dozen times, and
the crowd began to wonder when he was going to
shoot.
Probably the most keen watcher of all was Pete
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Lemmer, and what was his astonishment when he
suddenly saw Wild swing himself head downward from the saddle and reach his -h and under
the belly of 'th~ swiftly galloping sorrel.
When oppotite the lantern there came a crack
and a puff of smoke from beneath the horse, and
the light went out.
·
That was merely an old trick of Wild's but it
nearly took the breath ·away from Pete Lemmer.
He had never 'been able to get himself into such
a position let alone to shoot from it. · ·
·
But he was going to try, for he thought he
might' be able to do it.
. H~ did ~ry, 3:nd after several attempts succeedmg m firmg his revolver once, the bullet hitting
the ground dangerously close to one of the hoofs
of his galloping horse.
As he drew himself up to his proper pose in
the sa~die and brough~ his horse to a halt, a yell
of derision greeted him from the miners, who
were enjoying the exhibition immensely. .
"'Tain't no use! I cave!" exclaimed Lemmer, in
a crest-fallen tone. "You are ther best I ever
seed, or any one else, I guess. You kin outride
an' outshoot me, an' I give yer credit for it."
'.'l am _glad yo~ take it that way," retorted
Wild, takmg off his ·h at as the crowd gave him a
cheer. "Now, we will try the merits of our
horses, and after that we'll quit and Ile friends."
"All right; I'm satisfied."
~t was decitcied to race eight times to a given
pomt, about three hundred yards· distant and
back, and when the judge gave the word 'to go
they started.
Lemmer got a slight advantage in the lead and
was the fir!'t to reach the turning point.
He held his lead when he came back and
Hawkbill Hank offered · to bet twenty dollar~ that
he would win the race.
"Y~u are !DY meat!" ex1:laimed Cheyenne
Charbe, steppmg up and puttmg the money in
the hand of Jenks.
Hawkbill Hank did not crawl, so the bet was a
go.
The second time the racers came back they
were about even.
And so it was till the seventh time.
Both riders were waiting for the. final spurt.
They were neck and neck when they started
f!om the turn for the. last time, and the spectators
lmed up on e1ther side near the finish line and
waited.
Then it was that the sorrel let himself out.
He went ahead of the other horse like an express train passing a station and came in a winner by a dozen lengths.
That settled the bragging of Pete Lemmer, for
the fim e being, anyway.
As soon a s Wild put his horse away he set the
men who were willing to helping the new arrivals
to fix up a camp.
When this was done he went to Jenks' place and
remained. there until ten o'clock, when he turned
in f9r the night.
CHAPTER VIII.-What H appened on the
Way to Weston .

It was about six o'clock when Young Wild West
and Cheyenne Charlie arose in the morning.
Somehow, each of them had slept a little longer
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than they intended, but they were not long in
getting ready for the ride over to Weston.
A breakfast of hacon, corn muffins and baked
potatoes, washed down with good coffee, made
them feel fit for anything, and when they got out
their ho rses and mounted them, J ack Robedee remarked that they looked like ·a couple of dandies.
Just a s they were riding off, Wild heard some
one calling him.
He reined in his steed, and turning, saw the
man Peters running toward him.
"I want to speak a few words with you before
you go, Mr. West," said Peters.
"All right, sir. Charlie, ride on slowly; I'll overtake you."
"My wife has left me, Mr. ,vest," said the man.
"I thought I would tell you about it, I think she
is gone crazy, and I know I am."
"I am sorry to hear this, Mr. Peters. As far as
her being crazy, I hope you won't say that. If you
say that, I will really think y(lu are crazy."
"I know that. I thought you might run across
her on your way over to Weston, a11' if you do, I
want to ask you to do me a favor." The man
seemed terribly in earnest.
"Well, what is the favor? You want me--"
"To shoot her dead in her tracks!" cried the
man, his eyes flashing like coals of fire.
"Well, that I will not do. I could not shoot a
woman, unless it was to save my own life," said
Wild, seeing the man's mind was affected.
"Don't you think she needs to be shot?"
"I am not -i::repared to say anything about that,
Mr. Peters. I'll tell you what I'll do. If I meet
her, 1 will give her a good talking to and send
her home. I think I can make her listen to me."
"All right!" exclaimed _Peters, and without another word he turned on his heel and walked
away.
.
Wild overtook Charlie at the ford, and as . they
rode across he told him what Peters had called
him for.
"Bad business," said Charlie, shaking his head.
"That is a dangerous woman, Wild, and I'll bet
we will meet her before we get to Weston. Both
she and her husband are lunatics."
"She would not hurt any one. The chances are
that she and her husband have quarreled."
"That's all easy enough to say," thought Cheyenne, but he said to himself; "She's crazy, an'
so's her husband."
·It was a bright, pleasant morning, and our two
friends rode along at a good speed, ever on the
alert for danger, for they w.ell knew the section
· of country- they were passing through was the
lurking place for Indians and bad white men.
They rode around the mountain road and
reached the level where the horse-thief had t:>een
lassoed by Charlie, and thence across to another
rough 1·oad that led downward for a couple of
miles.
·
lt was at the foot of this descent that they suddenly saw a horseman approaching.
"I guess that fellow has never been on a horse
before," remarked Wild, as he brought the sorrel
down to ll walk.
"Looks like a boy." replied his companion.
A minute later the rider came to a halt right in
front of them.
, There was something familiar about his face,

Wild thought, but he could not bring it to hill
mind just then where he had seen him before.
"Where are you bound, stranger?" asked Cheyenne Charlie, after the ~al manner of the
frontiersman.
"I don't know," was the reply. "I am lost." •._.,
Young Wild West gave a start.
He recognized that voice only too well.
The rider before them was Betsey Peters, dis•
guised as a boy.
But he did not let on that he knew her.
"You are lost, eh ? " said he. "Well, you keep
right on this trail and you will fetch up in Devil
Creek. There are people there who will take care
of you."
"And where will I fetch up if I turn and go the
same way you are going?"
"This trail leads to Spondulicks.''
"Are you going the1·e?"
"Well, no. We are bound for a place called
Weston.''
There was a pause, during which the disguised
woman appeared to act as though her mind was
wandering.
"See here!" exclaimed Young Wild West, resolving to end the matter right then and there.
"You take this trail straight to Devil Creek, do
you understand ? "
"What right have you got to order me whi~,
way to go?" was the reply, though it was a vety
poor attempt at bravado.
"Well. if you don't do as I say, I'll shoot you,
that's all!"
Charlie looked in astonishment at his companion, for he did not know but that it was really
a boy who had lost his way.
·
Such words coming from Wild was enough to
startle him.
"Go ahead, now, and do as I say!" repeated the
young prince of the saddle. "I know who you are.
Betsey Peters, your husband and child are waiting
for you at the Creek. Go back to them before it
is too late! You have quarreled, and you know
not what you are doing."
Then Cheyenne Charlie took a tumble.
"Well, I'll be blowedl" he muttered, as he root
along a little further, to give Wild a good chance··
to deliver the woman a lecture.
But our hero did not say as much as he had intended.
The truth of it was that he could not find suitable words:
So he simply told the woman to go back to the
Creek again, and then started to ride off. He
knew not that she was out of her head.
"Oh, my head!" she cried in an agonizing voice.
"I can't see, indeed I can't.I Take me with you.
My baby! I--"
She was interrupted by the sound of galloping
hoofs, and the next instant a horse and rider were
on the scene, coming from no one knew where.
A revolver cracked and Betsey Peters fell from
the saddle.
"Ha! Revenge is sweet!" cried the voice of her
husband, and then the horse turned abruptly to
the left and over a cliff it went with a cry thall
sounded almost human, taking Peters, who ba,{i
gone stark mad, with it to the jagged rocks f<>pJ:
hundred feet below.
·
It all happened so quickly: that used to sur-
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prises as he was, Young Wild West sat in the
saddle almost dumfounded.
Peter who had followed them, a:p.d the vengeance he wrought on the wife who had deserted
!him was swift and terrible.
And in his fit of madness he rode to destruction.
Wild was not long recovering himself, and as
soon as he did so he dismounted and lifted the unfortunate woman's head.
But she had died instantly. While Young Wild
West stood there, thinking of what would be the
1,est thing to do under the circumstances, a rifle
shot rang out and a bullet whistled past his head.
"To cover!" he cried, quickly pulling his horse
l,y the bridle rein behind a clump of rocks.
Cheyenne Charlie was there as soon as he was.
They both knew the direction the shot came from,
and hence they knew where to go for cover. Once
there, Wild made a quick survey of their surroundings. The shot had been firP.d almost from
the direction they wanted to go, and the person
who fired it was not much more than a hunched
yards distarit. To retreat by · uhe way they had
eome would probably have been the best thing to
do, since they did not know who or how many
they had to contend with, but Young Wild West
was riot the sort of a young fellow to do the runaway act. He had enemies near, and he waI)ted
to see who they were. The two horses were forced
to lie down behind a big boulder, and then Wild
and Charlie set in to find out something about the
shot that had been fi1·ed. It did not take Wild
long to judge about where the shot had come
from, though he had not been able to see the
smoke that came from the rifle that had fired it.
There was a cluster of pines and. stunted oaks
on the brow of a little rise about a hundred yards
away, and it was from this point that the man in
ambush had probably fired from. That is what
the young fellow thought, anyway, and he was
&eldom w;rong in his calculations.
"Charlie," said he, "I am going to fire a shot,
just to inquire into the matter."
"Let her go; I'll be on the watch for something," was the reply.
Wild took aim at a thick part of the clump of
oaks and pines and pressed the trigger. As the
rE:port rang out a yell was heard which told plainly that the shot had not been altogether wasted.
Cheyenne Charlie now fired, aiming about four
feet to the left, where he thought he saw something move. But he must have been mistaken, as
there was nothing to show that there was any one
there. After waiting about ten minutes, Wild
said:
"Charlie, it won't do to stay here all day. I am
anxious to get home. What do you say if we ride
on? It is just possible that it was an Indian who
flred at me, and that he is either badly wounded
or gone on out of :i:ange.''
"Certain,ly we will go," was the reply. "I guess
between the two of us we will be able to take
care of that clump of trees."
So mounting their horses and with their rifles
:ready for instant use, they rode out into the open.
Both were on the alert for a shot, but none came.
.This reassured them somewhat, so they started
along the trail. It was a 1·ather risky piece of
IAlsiness, but they 1·ode right ahead, their keen
eyes roving in every direction. Young Wild West
,ras not content till he had looked all through .
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the clump of trees, and when he found some spots
of blood here and there he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I was sure I hit him when I heard that yell,"
.
he 1·emarked.
"You did, as sure as guns!" exclaimed Charlie.
"It looks as though there was only one, and the
blood stains indicate that he went this way. What
.
do you say if we try and hunt him up?"
"Sure! No such a sneak as that should be allowed to run loose very long. If he is a redskin,
he deserves to go under, and if he is some white
rascal who has it in for us, he shouldn't be allowed to run at large."
The blood stains showed plainly here and there,
and it was little or no trouble to follow the trail
made by the wounded man. They followed it till
they came to a short, sandy stretch, and then they
came to a halt all of a sudden. And no wonder,
for they saw the prints of more than one man's
foot there. There were also evidences that the
wounded man had been carried. 'Dhe footprints
of two men, almost a regular distance aoart,
showed that.
"Well," observed Wild, who could read a trail as
good as any man living, "there are three of them.
Two are carrying the fellow I wounded. Charlie,
we must look out for ourselves. · These fellows are
white men, and it strikes me that they are the
three I have been watching at the Creek the past
few days."
"That's right," nodded Cheyenne. "They must
be the two rascals you made an example of on
ou1 arrival at the Creek .and that other hangdog lookin' scoundrel ·that was so thick with 'em.
They mean you, Wild, so there is only one thing
for us to do, and that is to wipe 'em out."
. Our two friends had come to a pause anu were
,s itting in the saddle as they conversed in low
tones. Their keen eyes were taking a complete
survey of the surrounding country at the same
time as far as they could see through the trees
and shrubbery on their right. But somehow they
never thought of looking above their heads. To
their left was an almost perpendicular wall of
rock and about twenty feet above there was a
narrow ledge. Suddenly two lariats came down
noiselessly and settled over the head and shoulders of Wild and Charlie. This great double play
took place sc quickly that before either of them
had realized what had happened the nooses were
tightened and they were lifted from their horses.
Wild managed to get one hand free as the rope
tightened about .him, but Charlie was less fortunate. His hands were down at the time, and b0th
arms were pinioned below the elbows. It was
Wild's right hand that was free, and he began to
shoot his revolver directly above his head as fast
as he could pull the trigger. He exhausted. the
chambers while he was being slowly drawn upward, and then reached for his other revolver.
But just as he got it a stroke from the butt off a
rifle knocked it from his grasp. Then he was
pulled upon the ledge and the muzzle of a pistol
thrust tightly against his forehead.
"Aha!" exclaimed the villain who was bending
over him, "so my turn has come at last, Young
·
Wild West!"
It was Hawkbill Hank! The villain's face wu
lighted with triumph as he !melt upon the fom
of the prostrate boy. Wild did not change cole,
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a particle. He looked the fellow squarely in the
·
eye and said:
"You don't believe in fighting on the square, I
see. Well, if you want to act the· part of a cowardly s,1eak, do ycur worst. You'll find -that I'll
·
die game."
"We don't want you to die too quick," was the
rejoinder. "If that had been what we wanted to
do, we'd shoot you from here. Young Wild West,
you are altogether too brave for one of your age,
an' you are goin' to suffer for it!"
"Go ahead! I shan't ask mercy from you."
Our hero's coolness seemed to stagger the man.
Evidently he had expected to hear some begging,
but this was directly the opposite.
"You are either a very cool hand, or a good
actor feller; I don't know which," he said. "But
I reckon soine of the starch will be taken out of
you afore we git through. ,Tob, have you got the
othn feller all right?"
"Yes," was the answer. "He's hard an' fa i t;
no trouble about it at all. I fixed him when I
dropped ther Jasso over his arms."
Wild recognized the voice as belonging to the
man who had worn the corduroy coat, from which
he had sl1ot the buttons. The wounded man must
have been the other villain who had been seen in
the company of the two so much. Like his comp:mion, Cheyenne Charlie was very calm.
"What are you going to do with us, now that
.
you have got us?" he asked.
"We are gojn' to hang you-hang you like tl\er
horse thief was hung," was the answer. "Pleas•mt tc think about, ain't it?".
"Well, no, I can't say that it is. Why don't you
fellers be men and give us half a show for our
Jives? You know what will happen to you if you
kill us, don't yo_y? You'll be dogged around until
you are found, and then you'll die exactly ther
:,ame as ther horse-thief did. It may be days
before they git you, but they'll have you in the
end."
These words seemed to have some effect on the
two villains. They shrugged their shoulders and
looke-:l at each other uneasily.
"Oh, well," said Hawkbill Hank, "we'll run
ther chances. You've got to hang, an' thats' all
there is about it."
"Well, go ahead an do ther job then. I won't
have any more to say."
B:v this time the villains had tied our two
friends so they were absolutely helpless. ¥ oung
Wild West realized that he was in about as bad a
box as he had ever been in. The two men were
hard-hearted, relentless mortals, and both were
dawn on him because he had so neatly bested them
at the game of shooting. They wanted their r,evenge, and it seemed that they were goin,g to have
it in a way that satisfied them.
"We oughter have catched their horses." said
Hawkbill Hank. "That cussed sorrel knows putty
1.ear as much as a man, an' it might be that he
;.;its us in trouble afore we .git tluough. Let's
hang 'em an' then git away as soon as we kin."
"All right. I'm ready. How will we do it?"
"We'll put ther ropes around their necks an'
then !ewer 'em from ther ledge till their feet are
within a couple of feet from ther ground. Then,
while they arc slowly stranglin' to death, we'll go
on about our business."
"Just ther thing! Couldn't be better."
Having decided upon a plan of action, the two

Ecoundrels went to work. In a very short time
nooses .were made in the lariats and slipped
arcund the necks of Wild and Charlie. Then
Hawkbill Hank began to count.
"One!" he said.
Their feet were pushed off the ledge.
"Two!"
Their bodies were pushed far enough so they
just about balanced ,:-n the edge.
.
"Three!"
Wild and his companion went downward, th~
nooses tightening about their necks and causing
the first stages of strangulation to set in. The
black-hearted villains quickly made the ropes fast
to a jutting piece of rock, and then, with a de-:
risive laugh, started along the ledge.

CHAPTER IX.-The Three Scheming Villains.
Hawkbill Hank was more of a vengeful sort of
man than Young Wild West really thought he
was. Every time he looked at the finger that had
been shot by a bullet from the revolver of the
young prince of the saddle he. would work himself
into a rage and vow to have revenge. And when
the finger pained him from the slow healing process his eyes would gleam like those of a demon.
. "I've got to fix that feller," he muttered.
"There's no use talkin' !"
. The man who had lost the buttons from his
corduroy coat was a great friend of the villain •
His name was Job, and with a cousin of his named
Robins, the three might make a dangerous trio.
Hawkbill Hank was not on· much terms of intimacy with Robins, but when he sou.e;ht out Job
to ask him to help him get rid of Young Wild
West, he found the other villain with him. Calling
Job aside, Hawkbill Hank asked him in a whisper
to help him in the murderous work.
"We'll git enough dust from 'em to pay for our
trouble, an' then I kin have my revenge," he added. "Such fellers as he is are ~<;> good to a town
like this. Why, after a while we won't be allowed to play cards in Devil Creek without we
sneak off somewhere an' do it on ther sly."
"You kin count on me," was the reply. "An'
you kin count on Robins, too. He hates Young
Wild West an' ther fellers he brought with him
to help boom ther town. Come here, Robins."
The man in question quickly walked up to them.
"Hawkbill Hank wants us to go in with him an'
lay Young Wild West low. What do you say?''
"I'm with yer on that," was the answer. "He
ain't no good to such as we are. I'll help yer all
I kin. But when we do it we've got. to do it on
ther sly."
"That's it!" cried Hawkbill Hank, who, though
he knew there were i,everal men at the Creek who
were as bad as he was, he had been afraid to
broach such a subject to them.
Shooting a man in a quarrel was all right, but
planning a murder was different, even in that
wild place. That was why Hawkbill Hank had
been slow to ask any one to help him. He had
figured that he needed one er two to help him, and
now that he had found them, he felt almost as
good as though the murder had been committed.
"We will go an' wet up on ther strength of it!"
he said, after the two had agreed that he should
be leader in the foul scheme.
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Tliey we~t .over to the saloon and welderl .the
compact they had mad,.e in whisky. Ther understood each other thoroughly 1iow, ancl from tbat
time out t)le,y were w.aiting for a..chance to slay
Wild in such a way that it would not be laid to
them. Though they sneaked about almost continually for that chance, it did not .come· till Young
Wild West :md Cheyenne Charlie started to go
back to Weston. The three .v illains. learned that
they were going, and they set, out ahe.ad of them,
so they could find a good place to ambush them
when they came along. When they once got upon ·
the trail that led over to Weston they did not halt
till they came to a snug hiding-place, about three
miles out of town. This place was rather h·;gh
at the side of the road, and they could see a long
way in the direction of the Creek.
''Let's play a game of cards to pass ther time
away," sug·gested Hank. "It may be some little
time afore they come along."
"All right," replied Robins, producing a wellworn _pack of cards from his pocket. "But have
you made up your mind how we are goin' to pick
'em off?"
"We mustn't shoot 'em, _if we kin help it," was
·
----ihe answer.
"My idea is to hang 'em, same as ther horsethief was hung. It struck me that way at ther
time. We ought to be able to catch 'em alive."
"Oh! I guess we- kin do that easy enough. We
kin lasso 'em with our lariats," spoke up Job.
"That's it! My idea exactly. We will get up
somewhere an' dro.p ther nooses over their heads
-that is, if we kin find a good place to do it
•
from."
The tri0 of scoundrels now began their game
·of cards, Hank sitting so he could command a
view of the trail. Instantly they got 1·eady for
business. But a second glance showed them that
it was neither Young Wild West nor one cf his
companions who was coming.
"Its' a tenderfoot!" cried Robins. "Look how
he rides."
"That's right," added Job.
Such seemed to be the case, for the horseman
acted as though it was the first time he had ever
been in the saddie.
"Say!" exclaimed Hawkbill Hank suddenly.
"What do yer .;;ay if we hold up ther tenderfoot?
He mought have considerable money an' a few
other things that would come in handy to us."
''Good!" answered his companions in a breath.
"He's a stranger, anyhow, an' we mought as
well rob him as to leave it to some one else to
do."
The villains were greatly pleased at th.e thought
of robbing the tenderfoot, so they crept to the
edge of the ,road and waited for him to come up.
And they did not have long to wait, either. On
came the horse on a walk now, as there was an
ascent there, and the rider evidently did not want
to tire the animal. The three men suddenly darted out in front of him.
"Halt!" cried Hawkbill Hank, leveling a revolver at the man's he~d.
Job caught the bridle of the horse at about the
same time, and throwing the steed .back on his
haunches, unseated the rider. ,
"Don't shoot me! I'm a woman!" came the
startling words from the supposed tenderf.oot.
"Thunder!" ejaculated Hank. "What dJl ye1·
mean by saying that?'
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"I aiµ a woma~. Let me go on," and.then came
a burst of tf-ars, followed by a wild burst of
laughter. \
"A woman, hey?" and then Hank looked at his
companions in astonishment. "You ain't no woman, but you ought to J:>e one, though. You arc
about' ther most chicken-;b.earted -feller I ever met.
Jest hand over what gold you've got, an' every- ·
thing else what's ~ny value. Hurry up, now, or
we'll shoot you dead!"
The tears began to fade from the youthful face
of the stranger at once.
"All right, gentlemen," he answered. "I haven'.t
got much, but if you insist on takmg it, why, I
suppose you may as well have it. But don't -shoot
me, though, I implore you! Ha, ha, ha!"
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Hank, hi!! two companions joining in with. the man, loud enough to make
,
the echoes ring.
He quickly turned his pockets inside out and
produced what he had, after which foe young fellow asked if he could go on.
"Of com·se yer kin go on," retorted the leader
of the trio. "What in thunder do you fUppose
we would want to keep sich a thing as you with
us for? Why, boys!" he cried, "he was so scared.
.
wasn't he?"
"An' said he was a woman, so we would let up
o;n him," added Robins, breaking into another
laugh. "This are ther funniest thing I've seen in
a long while, blamed if it ain't! But I think he's
crazy, though:'
The villains really enjoyed the situation. It
never once occurred to them that the stranger
really was a woman, after all, and ,n unfortunate
maniac at that. They simply tho 6 ht it was the
worst scared tenderfoot they ha ever struck.
What little money they took from him they divided equally, and then bade him to mount. The
, villains fairly roared at the awkward way he got
in the saddle. It was all a great joke to them.
"Hold on afore you start!" said Robins, as
their victim was about to leave, and picking up
a stick, he hit the horse a smart blow on the
flank. The animal gave a leap that nearly unseated the driver, and then went up the road like
a flash. He had scarcely disapneared when they
saw another horseman coming up the road.
"That ain't Young Wild West, either,"• observed Hawkbill Hank, as ne shaded his /!yes
with his hand.
"Nope!" said Job and Robins in a breath.
"It is one of ther fellers who come to town the
other day, though," resumed Hank. "I kin see
who it is now. It is ther husband of ther woman
I wanted to kiss when Young Wild West wouldn't
let me, an' shot off ther end of my finger."
"That's just who it is," affirmed Job. "I wonder what he is comin' this way alone for?"
"Looks as though he might be follerin' up ther
tenderfoot," suggested the other villain.
"Well, I reckon that we'd better not interfere
with him. He mought be ther means of gittin'
us in trouble at ther Creek, if we do."
"That's so," and with that they went back to
their hiding-place.
But they kept their eyes on the man, who really
was the hu~band of Be~sey Peters, and as they
looked at him they noticed that he was acting
very strange. He, too,' was crazed, now. Every
now and then he would hit himself in the face
with his c.lenclicd fist and then pull at his hair
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as though he was trying to make himself baldbeaded.
"Boys," said Hawkbill Hank, looking at his
companions uneasily, "that feller is crazy, as sure
as we are livin' sinners, if the other one ain't."
"I guess you're right," answered Job, shrqgging
his shoulders. ':Jest look at him!• What a wild
look he's got in his eyes."
"An' he's holdin' a revolver ready to shoot!"
cried Robins. "Do yer know a crazy person allus
gives me ther shivers? I had a fight with one
onct, an' it come mifhty near bein' my last. I
kin tell yer ! There he goes! He's as mad as
a March hare!"
"I'll bet that tenderfoot will drop when he sees
him comin', if ther crazy feller don't take it in
his head to leave ther trail."
"That's jest what he's doin' now. See! there
he goes off to ther right. Their chances are that
he'll ride ther horse over some cliff, or somethin'. When a man's lost his mind, I don't believe he knows or sees what he's doin'."
The villains had certainly prophesied the fate
of the two who had just passed them, but they
hardly meant it. They talked about the crazy
pair a little while longer, and then Hank suggested that they go on a mile or two and wait.
The proposition was received with favor, so they
at once set out. They had not covered more than
a hundred yards when they heard the clatter of
approaching hoofs.
"That's Young Wild West comin', I'll bet!" said
Hank. "Let's hide--quick! " 1
There happened to be a sort of natural path
leading upward to the right, just to the left of
.
them, and up it they went.
Clatter I clatter I -The hoofbeats were right
near them now, and they were placed in such a
position that they would be unable to see the
llorsemen till they got past.
"We oughter stayed where we was," said Hank.
"Boys, it are them;. we've got ter shoot 'em, after
all!"
Before either of his companions could make
a reply, they saw the tenderfoot they had robbed
.
coming back.
"What's up, anyway?" exclaimed Hawkbill
Hank. "Let's watch an' see what's going on, boys.
That felle:r is goin' to stop whoever it is comin'.
My! but look what crazy actions!"
The words were scercely out of his mouth when
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie appeared
right below them and came to a halt. They
made excellent targets for the villains, but, somehow, they did not take it in their heads to fire
just then. They were curious to see what the
supposed tenderfoot would do. When they heard
Young Wild West tell the stranger to go on back
to Devil Creek, or else he would shoot him, they
were thunderstruck . But when the tragic event
that followed took place, they could not have been
more interested. Villains as they were, they were
shocked at the scene. Every word that was said
floated upward to their ears with ·great distinctness. When the horse leap~d over the chasm
with the crazed man on its back, Hawkbill Hank
recovered himself slightly. Without a word as to
his intentions, he raised his rifle and fired at
Young Wild West. He missed, as the reader
knows. As our two friends made for cover, the
other two villains were about to fire.
"Wait!" interposed Hank. "I was a fool for

shootin' at him. There's a ledge away over there.
Let's make for it! We might be able to lasso
'em from it."
Just as the started away from the spot the
crack of a rifle rang out, and Robins rolled over
with a groan.
"I'm shot!" he whispered hoarsely.
"It's only in ther leg," retorted Hank. "Git
hold of him, Job, an' help him along."
The three got away from the spot as fast as
they could. They were now figuring on their
own safety more than the killing of Young Wild
West. They were too cowardly to even think of
standing their ground and fighting it out. Robins
was bleeding- from his wound, but they had no
time to pay attention to it now. Luck is sometimes with the worst of fiends, and so it was in
this case. The reader knows how they so successfully captured our two friends and cruelly left
them to strangle. But their triumph was to be
short-lived. Their end was close at hand!

CHAPTEER X.-Saved by a Horse.

It would be hard to describe the feelings of
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie as they
felt themselves being lowered from the ledge.
Charlie gave himself up 'for lost, but Wild did not.
While there was life there was hope, he thought,
· and there was a chance of their being saved.
But it was one chance in a million!
As the rope gradually began to tighten about
his throat, he strove to cry for help, but only a
gurgling cry came from his lips. Then Cheye~e
Charlie uttered an agonizing cry, that was between a gasp and a gargle. Their feet were not
tied and they began to kick and move about with
a horrible grotesquenes s. Every incident of his
life passed through Young Wild West's head in
one second, it· seemed. A strange feeling of dizziness came over him, a feeling that he had never
experienced before. Surely his time had come at
last! This was the time that he was not to escape! But no! Suddenly he heard a whinny,
and a new hope thrilled him. His faithful horse
was coming to the rescue. The very next instant
he felt the head of the sorrel go between his
dangling legs, and then he was lifted upward.
The noose, which was a very clumsily made one,
loosened up immediately, and two shakes of his
head and it was off. Young Wild West found
himself sitting on the back of his horse in a re. versed position. His back was toward the animal's head. And almost within a foot of him
dangled the form of Cheyene Charlie, his tongue
protruding from his mouth and his face turning
black!
"Oh, if -my hands were only free!" groaned
Wild, whose senses were rapidly coming to him.
Then, in an effort of desperation, he called out:
"Back, Spitfire ! Back up a little."
. The steed obeyed almost before the words were
out of his mouth. The horse now touched Charlie.
"Lift up your legs, Charlie! It is your only
·
chance!!' cried our hero.
His companion heard and understood, but his
effort to obey was so weak that he failed in tha
attempt. Then Young Wild West thought of another way to save him, and as quick as a flash
he slid from the back of hjs horse.
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Then he quickly bent forward and lifted Cheyenne Charlie to a sitting p.osture on his shoulders.
A long-drawn sigh of relief told him that his
efforts were meeting with success.
"Work your head from the noos~,". h~ said.
"Can't you do it? Shake your head till it gets
loose enough to duck out of."
"A-1-1 r-i-g-h-t!" came the reply. .
.
Wild · felt good when he heard his friend answer. He knew he was far from being dead, and
it was a sure thing that they would soon be free
now. But what if the villains who had swung
them from the ledge should come there?- That
would make it bad for them. But Wild was confident that they would not. He had heard their
conversation and he felt sure that they were well
out of hearing by this time. After several attempts Charlie got the noose from his neck, ~nd
then Wild let him drop to the ground. · Leavmg
him lie where he landed, Wild dropped to the
ground beside him.
"Let me see how good your teeth are this morning, Spitfire," he. said.
.
.
Spitfire knew Just what was requ_1red of him.
One of the many things he had learned was to
chew a knot apart. It was a trick that he was
well up to, and he was equal to !he task. ':'7ild
was making a careful survey of his surroundings
while the chewing was going on. He looked in
every direction, but could not see the sign of a
human being. That made him feel good, and unconsciously he began to softly whistle a tune. In
less than half a minute the _teeth of Spitfire had
done their work ·a nq the ends of the rope dropped
down. Then Wild began to turn his body quickly
and one of the ends of the rope started to unwind, till at length naught but the noose that h~d
caught him at the start was around him. Then,
in the fraction of a second, he was free!
"Good boy!" said he, patting his horse on the
neck. "A steed like you is worth his weight in
gold, after all."
_
"Yes. ·But if ever I thought I was gone, it
was this time. I could not think of a thing that
might save us. I nev~r gave a thought to your
horse."
"Well, to tell the truth, I didn't, either, not !ill
I heard him whinny. Then it struck me as quick
as a flash that he was going to be the means of
saving us. It is a migp.ty good thing that I
taught- him to chew knots loose."
"I guess you knew what you were doing when
you learned him to do the trick."
.
"Well, perhaps I did. It ha~, turned out so,
anyway. How do you feel now? .
.
"Nothing extra, but I atn gaimng all the time.
Ugh! What a horrible feeling it is to be s~rangled ! I never want to have that experience
again."
"That was much better than being shot, though.
I° think a good drink of water and a wet handkerchief around my ·neck where that rope chafed me
will make me feel as good as ·ever. ·where is
your horse, I wonder?"
. "I don't know. He is not like yours, you know.
He is apt to stray off."
"Well, he can't be far. They are like men, to
a certain extent, for they like company when in
a lonely place."
Charlie now began walking around, and the
more he did so the better he felt. He picked up
J
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his rifle, which had dropped to the ground when
he had been so unceremoniously hauled up to the
ledge, and after making sure that it was all right,
started to look for his horse. He found the animal just the other side of a pile of rocks, eating
the succulent grass in a contented manner, just
as though his master had turned him loose there
for the purpose. There was no difficulty in
catching him, so the scout was soon in the saddle,
not much the worse for his fearful experience.
Wild had recovered his rifle almost the first
thing, and when CJ:reyenne Charlie rode out he
was mounted and waiting. Their would-be murderers had taken their 1·evolvers and huntingknives from them, but they had their rifles, and
that gave them a pretty good show to defend
themselves, .in case they were ·a ttacked again_.
- "Now, then, we must follow those fellows up
and drop them before they do any more mischief.
I have got an idea that they will be fools enough
to go back to Devil Creek, and as that is not ·so
very far from here, we will soon catch them."
''We'll do exactly what you say, Wild," was the
reply. "You always know just what you are
talking -about."
"And I am learning something new almost
every day I live," was the reply. "Hereafter I
shall be on the' lookout every time I pass beneath
a ledge. A lesson once learned should nevex: be
forgotten."
"That's right. It is a sure thing that I'll never
forget the one we had to-day."
The two rode around the turn and made their
way back to the spot where they had left. the body
of the unfortunate woman. It lay there in the
£ame position, but there was another body beside
it now.
"What does this mean?" asked Cheyenne Charlie in a whisper.
"I'll ride up and see. You stay here and keep
a watch."
·
Wild rode up to the two bodies and dismounted.
It did not take him long to find out that the one
that had been placed the.re since they had been
gone was that of the villain who had been so
closely connected with Hawkbill Hank and the
othei, fellow. After making a careful survey of
his surroundings, he rode back to his companion.
"When I fired in the bushes that time, I gave
the scoundrel his death wound. There lies one who
constituted the party of three who started out to
waylay us. He must have died while they were
taking l)im away, and so they laid him down by
the body of Betsey Peters."
While our friends sat there- in the saddle talking they suddenly heard the sound of approaching
hoofs. They quickly walked their horses behind
a big boulder and waited to see who it was
coming. The next moment their hearts jumped
with joy. Who did they see riding back but
Hawkbill Hank and his remaining companion.
Not a word passed between the two daring scouts,
Simultaneously their rifles flew to their shoulders,
and then two reports sounde as one. The blackhearted pair tfirew up their hands in unison and
fell from their saddles. The aim of Young Wild
,vest was unerring, and so was that of Cheyenne
Charlie. 1t was impossible for them to miss at
that short distance, so there were two more less
to impede the progress of the new town.
"That is the only way to settle the busine~s,"
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said Wild. "They tried hard to kill us and failed.
When we tried to kill them we didn't fail. That
is all there is to it."
"That's right," replied Charlie, nodding his
head in a matter-of-fact way. "Ahl there is some
water trickling down the rocks. I want a drink
the worst way."
Feeling satisfied that they had no more enemies
in that vicinity, they went to the mountain spring
and drank their fill. Then they bathed their
necks where the ropes had hurt them, and sat
down for a while.
"We won't get home as soon as -w e thought,"
said Wild, after he had thought a while. "I have
been thinking of what we are going to do with
those bodies, especially that of Betsey Peters."
"Why not throw 'em over the cliff?"
Wild shook his head:
"That is all right for Hawk.bill Hank and the
other two, but it don't seem the proper thing for
,
a woman."
Cheyenne Charlie got up and walked to the edge
of the cliff. Then he lay down on his stomach
and peered over. He was looking into a split in
the earth, and nothing more. The deeper it went
the more it narrowed, and as nothing could be
seen of Peters or his horse, he gave a nod of
satisfaction and arose.
"If the body of the woman is dropped down
there it will be out of sight of man forever," he
said. "Take a look for yourself, Wild."
Our hero did so.
"You are right," he observed when he got up.
"We will send the remains of Betsey Peters over
the cliff from the same point her husband went.
If the two could not get along together in life
they certainly will in death. Lend a hand here."
Two minutes later the gruesome task was done,
and then they turned their attention to. the other
bodies. It was more of a pleasure than anything clse to throw them over, and. it was with
a feeling of great relief when it was accomplished that our two friends went to the spring
and washed their hands. Two minutes later they
were mounted and on their way to Weston once
more. The stirring incidents that had befallen
them had delayed them the best part of an hour,
but they still had hopes of getting home in time
for dinner. They had, of course, appropriated
the articles that had been taken from them before
tossing the bodies over the cliff, and when Wild
looked at his watch he saw that it was close on
to ten. They saw nothing of the horses of those
who had met death that morning, nor did they
look for them; they wanted to reach Weston a s
<;OOn as possible. They rode on, the hot sun shining down upon their heads and the cooling breezes
fanning their cheeks.
Not a soul did they see on the way, though
mountain sheep and other animals common to the
bushes in that section of the country were occasionally started. They were not on a hunt, however, so no shots were fired at the frighte:rfed
creatures as they ran away for cover. At twelve
o'clock they rounded the mountain-side that overlooked Weston, and wlien they got the first sight
of it everything looked so inviting down there
that they could not refrain from uttering a cheer.
, Then they urged their horses forward, and
down the winding trail they went. Twenty minutes later they were home, just in time for dinner.
"We thought you were never coming," cried

pretty Arietta, with a pout. ''It is a wonder that
you thought of home at all."
"That's all right, little one," replied Wild, and
then he snatched a kiss from the red lips, regardless of the fact that there were several looking
on.
"There must have been some great attraction
over at Devil Creek to keep you away so long;'
went on the girl, not satisfied until she had fi~ished just what she had to say.
"Well, the only attraction over there that
might have kept me were bullets, and I didn't
want any of them. There might have been a
good-looking woman over there who fell in love
with me, though, Et."
"That is just what I thought," and then Arietta
looked as though it would not take much to make
·
her cry.
"Don't be alarmed. I didn't fall in love with
her. She was an imaginary woman, little one,
so there is no occasion to be jealous of her."
"Who is jealous?" and the eyes of Arietta
flashed in a manner that a stranger might have
taken to he dangerous.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, and
his wife Anna joined him.
Then Jim Dart and pretty Eloise Gardner came
up and joined in the merriment.
"I suppose you are all as hungry as Wild an'
I are, but before we sit down to eat I'm goin' to
tell you about this affair of Wild's over at Devil
Creek. I'll tell it just as it was. You see, we met
three men and their families on their way to the
Creek when we went over. We saved them from
being wiped out by a gang of reds and then went
over in their company. There was a woman
among 'em. Betsey Peters was her name, and
she was out of her head, though we didn't know
it then. She made Wild shoot the finger off one
man's hand an' the buttons from the coat of another almost as soon as we reached Devil Creek.
Then she kept on actin' strange."
"Quite a romantic affair/' interrupted Arietta,
"N"ever mind, now. You just keep still an' let
me finish my story; it won't take over a minute
or two longer. Well, when we started for home
this morning, Peters, the woman's husband, called
Wild back an' told him that his wife had left him
an' asked him to shoot her if he came across her
'anywhere. You see, he had got crazy, too. Wild
told him he would not do that, but if he did come
across her, he would try and send her back home."
"Did you come across her?" again interrupted
Arietta, who was very much interested in the
story.
"Yes, we did, about five miles this side of the
Creek. She come along on horseback, dressed in
men's clothes, an' while we was talkin' to her,
along comes her husband, who shoots her an'
then tumbles over a precipice; horse an' all!
That's the whole story of ther crazy people at
Devil Creek."
"That's right," spoke up our hero, "though
Charlie has shortened it somewhat."
Every one felt sorry for the unfortunate woman and her husband, but their appetites were
not spoiled by the recital of the storv, so they sat
down and got away with a good dinner. After
the meal Wild told of what had taken place over
at the Creek, and what happened to them on the
way back, after the tragedy on the mountainside.
"By Jovel" exclaimed ,Tim Dart. "that. ii:i a.bout.
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as Weston. Young Wild West had made a very
good impression on the rest of the strangers, who
happened to be present, and there was not one
among them who did not step forward and shake
his hand.
"You are about the coolest young fellow I
ever met," said one.
"And your nerve beats anything I ever saw,"
spoke up another.
"There is not one man out of a thousand who
would have handled that half-breed as you did,"
remarked- another.
"That 'is an right, gentlemen," said Jim Dart.
"This is Young Wild West, and that accounts for
it all."
•
Then some one proposed a cheer . for Young
Wild West, and the rafters of the gambling house
fairly trembled. The owner of the place tried
hard to persuade Wild. to take - a hand in the
CHAPTER XI.-Conclusion.
game, even p_romising ·him that he would fix it so
· Young Wild West found thi.ngs running 11-long . he would win something.
He knew if he could
pretty smoothly -in _Weston. Several prospectors· get the young scout to stay the-r e it would keep
had struck it rjch up in the vicinity. of the Wild. a crowd ther_e, and make a -whole lot of business
West Mifiing and Improyement Company's lands, for him.
·
and this made their cla:ims still more valuable.
. · "I ani. ·not · in th'at sort of business," Wild reJim Dart w·as so much interested in Devil Creek torted,
coolly; "If I gamble I try to do it on the
that he decided that the office could spare him
square, but I" am ·not going .to gamble tonight, so
for .a week and ' he decided to go over there with
please don't ask me again."
·
Wild and Charlie when they starte_d Tuesday
•·
The
·
proprietor
knew
him
·
w
ell
enough
not
to
morning.
.
·
. make any further requests or offers, so he said
· Walter Jenkins had proved himself an excepno more, and Wild and his friends left the place
\ionally good man, and he could be trusted to
went over to see Proprietor Brown of the
:i;-un the business for almost any length of time. and
Gazoo. Brown was very glad to see them, and
That kind of work just suited him, if it did not offered
them the best there was to be had in
his employers. Monday night Wild and Charlie
house. He had managed to get hold of some
took a walk around town with Jim. They had the
very fine cigars, which he was selling for a
heard that there were some bad men among the
apiece and he insisted on Wild taking half
new arrivals, and they wanted to see what they adollar
dozen ·of them.
were like.
So they went into the biggest
He knew he would lose nothing by this, as our
gambling house there, knowing that was the place
hero never went in the place without treating the
to go to look for the worst characters.
crowd, and this he did a few minutes later. After
A game of -roulette was in full blast, and a
swarthy half-breed who was a complete stranger visiting a few other places and finding everything
to Wild, was losing heavily. The more he lost becoming in "rip-roaring style," as Cheyenne
Charlie put it, they went home. The next mornthe more ugly he became, and suddenly he became
ing after an early breakfast they set out for
so enraged that he drew his revolver and shot
Devil Creck.the man in charge of the game in his tracks.
Jim Dart was mounted on his favorite horse,
Then he started for the door, shooting right and
and as the animal had not been used very much
left at the floor as he went.
of late, he was. rather frisky and full of life.
' "See here, my friend," said Young Wild West,
He challenged Wild to a mile race, and as Charlie
deftly knocking the shooter from his hand, "don't
wanted to come in, they started · it up as soon
you know that you have done enough to put ·a
as they had left Weston behind them.
There
:tope around your neck? Just take it- easy, now,
keep cool. You have earned your medicine, and was no catching Wild's horse, after he once got
the lead, and he came out an easy winner.
you have got to take it!"
"Who in thunder are you?" roared the villain"The horse is just like you are, Wild," said
ous half-breed, as he yanked a huge bowie-knife Jim, when they came down to a walk. "Nothing
from his belt with the quickness of a tiger.·
can beat him."
But Wild was up to his game, and stepping
"That's as true a thing as was ever spoken,"
nimbly aside, he shot out his right fist, and caught nodded Charlie.
him squm-ely on the jaw. Down went the man in
"This looks all right," observed Jim, as they
a heap, and our hero simply walked away and rode in.
allowed the inmates of the room to take charge
The ride to Devil Creek 'w as made without a
of him. Five minutes later the murderer was single adventure, and our -three friends arrived
dragged from the gambling house to the nearest
there shortly before noon .- Everything was bustle
tree. There was no use in • saying anything
and confusion in the new town, and shanties were
against such a proceeding; the follow was guilty
going up on every hand.
of murder, and that was all there was to it.
"Hanged if there ain't been a big change here
He was hanged before a big crowd, after which
since Sunday mornin'," observed Charlie. "Talkin'
a new man took the place of the man who had about a hundred an' fifty people bein' here imide
been shot, fmd the game was resumed. That is
of sixty days! Why, there must be Pretty near
the wav they do thine:s in such hustlin1r. towns that many here now."·

narrow escape as you ever had, Wild."
"I. am rather of that opinion myself," was the
reply. "It is one more lesson I have learnedkeep an eye on all ledges when you are passing
below them."
"And if that woman had not been so insane
when you arrived at the Creek those men would
not have wanted to kill you," spoke up Arietta.
"Yo:u wouldn't want me to stand by and see
a big rough fellow insult a woman by forcing a
kiss on her, would you?" Wild asked her. "Put
yourself in her place."
"Well, I don't think I would step right out before a crowd of drunken rough men, as she did,
so there!"
That settled it, so Wild laughed and said no
more.
as
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The storekeeper was one of the first to greet
them as they rode up and came to a halt. Jim
Dart was introduced to him as one of the partners
of Young Wild West, and Jenks said he was more
than glad to see him.
As soon as Wild put away his horse he walked
over to see Maxwell and Hadkins. He found
the Peters' baby in the charge of the latter
family. Then he told them just what had happened to Peters and his wife.
"It is too bad," said Mrs. Hadkins. "But if
the child lives to grow up it shall never know
of the dreadful circumstances. We will adopt it
for good."
Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie flad gone over
to the hotel, and when Wild came in Charlie was
relating what happened to the three scoundrels
who had laid in ambush for them the morning
they set out for Weston. Lively Rick was the
most interested listener of the lot, though . all
hands felt glad they had got rid of the "bad
men." While our hero was in the hotel a young
fellow pushed his way up and shook hands with
him. It was Mart Maxwell.
"I've stuck right to my word, so far," he said.
"I have been boosting the old folks through in
great shape, an' I'm always goin' to be that
way."
Wild had noticed that the Maxwells had a
good-sized shanty going up, and that there were
many other signs of hustling around their camp,
so he concluded that it laid a great deal to the
efforts of the reformed young man.
"All right. You keep right on the way you
have started," he replied. "Before we leave this
town I'll put you onto something that will make
a fortune for you."
There was a steady flow of people ·into the
town for the remainder of the week, and when
Saturday night came Wild's expectations were
away overrun. The population numbered one
hundred and seventy-two. Wild, Jim, Charlie,
Jack and Dove-Eye Dave held a consultation that
evening, and came to the conclusion that they
had done all that had been agreed to, so it was
no use of their remaining at Devil Creek any
longer.
"We'll go and talk to Jenks, and see what he
thinks about it," said Wild.
So they did, and found that he agreed with
them, all but their going away.
"I should like to have you people settle here
for good," he remarked. "But, of course, I can't
hardly expect you to do that. Your interests are
in Weston, and there is the 'place for you. When
are you going to leave?"
"Tuesday morning," replied our hero.
"I would just as leave remain here for a while
m' look after our claims," spoke up Jack Robedee.
Dove-Eye Dave laughed at this remark.
"Jack has gone an' fell in love with a widder,"
h.e said. "I knowed it was bound to come to it
in time."
"Why, Jack!" exclaimed Jim, in surprise, "I
thought you were a regular woman hater."
"You mustn't believe what every one tells you."
was the reply. "I ain't in love any more than
you are."
This made a laugh all around, for it was a wellknown fact that Jim was in love with Eloise
Gardner as much as any young fellow could be
in love with a girl.

"All right, Jack," said Wild. "You can stay
her~ for a while if you want to. I'll get Mart
Maxwell to be your foreman, if you have no objections, and you can work the claims on shares.•
"That suits me all right."
'
"Well, that is settled, then. Now, Mr. Jenks,
I suppose you ought to have some kind of a town
government here, if you want things to run along
with any degree of smoothness. You want some
man at the head who is given authority to act by
the vote of the people. You might call him a
major, if you please."
"Well, who do you think would make a good
mayor for Devil Creek?"
"You!"
"Nonsense!"
"No nonsense about it. You just wait."
Young Wild West and his companions walked
out, and after he had given the necessary instructions, they started about town and interviewed
every one they saw.
The result was that before midnight there was
a big placard tacked to the supply store, bearing
the following inscription:
FOR MAYOR OF DEVIL CREEK,

JOSEPH JENKS,
Election, Monday Morning, at Nine O'clock.
Next day Wild gave if out that he was going
to leave the following morning as soon as the
mayor had been installed in office, and that be
would be ready from now until that time to answer questions concerning the booming and management of the town. Quite a few came to him
for information, and everything appeared to be
perfectly satisfactory when the hour for the election to take place arrived. But during the night
an opposition had sprang up in the form of one
Jake Golosh, a late arrival in town. The result
was, however, when the polls closed that Jenks
was elected by a larger majority than the other
fellow and votes. That settled the booming of the
new town, as far as Young Wild West was concerned, and as soon as he had seen the mayor take
bis office, he set out with some who were to accompany him for Weston-Weston, the town
which had been named for him, and the only real
town in the Wild West.
Next week's issue contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S SURPRISE; or, THE INDIAN
CH;IEF'S LEGACY."
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T et'ry, the Texan
-OR-

Th.e Mustang Herders of the Rio Grande
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER XVI
Driven From the Cave
The rifle shot fired at Terry from within the
cave grazed the boy's skull and only stunned him.
As he fell to the ground, Juan Zaldo rushed out
of the opening. The renegade's once handsome
face was now hideously disfigured from the
trampling it got from the herd of mustangs,
which had passed over him.
Hating the young Texan because Inez San
Rosa favored him, the jealous Mexican now saw
a chance to put his rival out of his way forever.
Zaldo did not know that Bill and the mustang
herders were just beyond the rocks, waitin~ for
the boy to come back from his scO'Uting trip, so
they could attack the cave to which their Mexican prisoner had led them.
Nor did he suspect that Roaring Ike had been
lynched, as his men had told him that the outlaw
had been shot on the mustang range, near the
water hole the night before. In fact, Zaldo cared
nothing about these facts.
He and the Alameda gang had' the two loads
of gold · concentrations in the cave, and he was
determined to keep possession of them.
It seemed to him that a lucky fatality had now
thrown Terry into his power, and ,vhen he reached the boy he quickly bound him.
Then he dragged him out of the morning sunlight ·into the gloom of the cavern, where the big
gang of horse thieves were gathered, with their
mustangs.
"Caballeros!" exclaimed the villain. "I have
got Terry the Texan, the greatest enemy this
crowd ever had !"
This announ·cement was greeted with a w'ild
cheer.
"If I make an error, he is not :ilone in this
vicinity," the Mexican went on. "In fact, the
mustang herders wAo are leagued with him to ex.t erminate our band may be very near. In that
ecase, we may exl)ect an early attack. Is the gold
all hidden away?"
"No one but we can find it," one of the men assured him.
"Very well/' said Zaldo. "Then there is nothing to fear except an attack, and if that comes,
I can stop it by threatening to kill Terry if they
do not withdraw and leave us alone."
A murmur of satisfaction greeted this an'
nouncement.
The dialogue had been carried on in the bad
Spanish spoken by the Mexicans, and as Terry
was familiar with the language, he understood
every word they uttered.
· ''.W ell," he 1·efiected, "as they mean to hold me
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as a hostage, my chances of living a while longer
are quite bright. I had an idea that they were
going to slaughter me at once. The bad blood
between that gang and myself can only be effaced
by either they or I succumbing in the long run."
He lay on the floor, and, saw that the cavern
was a large one, dimly lit up with several pine
torches stuck in the crevices of the wall. There
was no sign of the gold anywhere.
Zaldo sent out a couple of sentinels, and the
rest of the gang stood near the entrance with
their weapons in readiness.
Pretty soon there sounded a rifle shot and a
shout of pain outside, and the sentries came running back.
"The herders are corning!" one shouted.
"All ready, there!" exclaimed Zaldo.
The men at the entrance now began -to fire, and
some answering shots came- back, but no damage
was inflicted.
After a brief interval of silence, Terry heard
Bill shout:
"Hello, in thar !"
"What do you want?" Zaldo answered.
"Come out and show yourself, greaser!" ·
"We remain here! Advance, and we will shoot
you!"
"Have yer got my pard in thar?"

t~b\~5! fu~uh~~8J~1;i}r. tfu~d

w~·:!lb!~blit:1£
Zaldo, warningly.
"Show him to me, an' I'll believe yer!"
Zaldo pulled the boy to his feet and hustled
him to the entrance.
"Order your men away!" he hissed, angrily.
"Order them away, or, por mi madre, I'll kill
you on the spot!"
Terry gave him a cool, contemptuous glance,
and then gazed out into the defile, where ,he saw
·
Bill and some of his men.
"I'm a prisoner, Billi" he shouted.
"Thunderation ! Thet's bad, pard !"
"You can't do anything for me just now."
"Why not? D'yer reckon we're a-goin' ter
leave yer ter yer fate?"
"If you make an attempt to enter this hole they
will kill-me!"
"Ther Lord help 'em, if they do. We won't
leave one ter tell the tale!"
"You had better go back and meet Dave, who
will soon return from San Rosa, where I sent
him with that case of money."
"I'm blamed if we do. We'll surround thet
cave and starve 'em out!"
"Before we will fall into your hands to perish,
this boy will have to die!" yelled Zaldo. "Clear
out, if you value his life!"
Bill made no reply to this, but he and the
herders suddenly retreated, and an uneasy expression stole over Zaldo's face.
He called his men aside and held a whispered
discussion with them, after wbich several of the
gang hurried back in the cavern.
Presently one of them returned, ,and said to
Zaldo:
"The boats are ready, Juan."
"Bueno! rfake the prisoner! We must beat a
retreat while we have time. There is no tellingwhat tricks those herders may play on us. Never
·
mind the horses or the gold."
Two of the gang seized Terry and hustled him
awav.
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Back into the cave they dragged him1 and then
down a narrow passage which opene<1 up in a
hollow under the rocks facing the river.
Here four big boats were floating.
Terry was dragged into one, and then all the
gang embarked, the boy's enemy entering the one
he was in.
"All ready?" sung out Zaldo.
"ReadyJ senor!" came the ·answer ..
"Tl.en give way at the oars and drive the boats
straight across the river. We may yet give those
Yankee pigs the slip."
Down went the oars into the water, and away
glided the four ·b oats right out upon the broad
bosom of the Rio Grande.
For a while it looked as if Zaldo's plan was
going to succeed.
But just as he began to congratulate himself,
the mounted herders suddenly came around the
rocks on shore.
Bill saw the fugitives at once.
He gave the ranchmen some hasty instructions,
and the next moment drove his horse boldly into
the river.
The oarsmen quickened their pace.
·
But the Texans observed this, and urging their
ponies ahead, the whole troop was driven into
deep water and went swimming in pursuit of the.
receding boats.
_
Some of the Mexicans began to fire back at the
buckskin brigade, but the movement of the boats
interfered with their aim.
Although none of the herders were hit, it made
Bill furious.
"Give 'em a volley, pards!" he cried. "But look
out for Terry!"
Up went the rifles of very man on the swimming horses, and the next moment a deafening
roar pealed out.
·

then he leaped out of the boat and rushed behind
a rock, to save his body from being riddled by
the bullets that were aimed at him.
"Hurrah I" cried Bill. "I've got him on the
run."
•
Just then his mustang reached the shoal water,
waded up, and went splashing toward the boat
in which Terry lay.
. From behind the rocks came. several shots, and
two of the herders were wounded. The wonder
was that Bill escaped, for the bullets flew around
him like a swarm of bees.
In a moment more he reached the boat, and,
dismounting, he cut Terry free, and shouted to
t.he men:
"Drive 'em back! Drive 'em back, pards!"
The herders let a volley go, and as their animals carried them out of the water, they went
dashing toward the rocks.
When they arrived - there, however, all the
Mexicans had disappeared among some bushes,
growing further inland.
It would have been hard to find a more delighted man than Bill, when he shook hands with
Terry, and learned that the young Texan was
totally uninjured.
. "Zaldo came pretty near doing me that time,"
said the boy. "It seems, however, that my time
hasn't come yet. If I only had my horse now, I
might join in the chase after the villians."
"Never mind that," answered Bill, consolingly.
"They-why--. By golly, ther lads are a-com-'
in' back!"
Dave had rejoined the party before they came
over the river, and· now came galloping toward
them, and shouted:
"They've given us the slip!"
'.'Ain't they in the bushes?" asked Terry in surprise.
"No. There's a regular swamp and jungle, and
they must know ther way through it. They've
CHAPTER XVII.
evidently gone off that way."
Hunting For the Gold.
"Too bad. Never mind, though. We have not
seen the last of them. I think you had better let
them go for the present. It would be foolhardy
A hail of builets hissed spitefully around the
the ·b oats, anri several of the Mexicans were to venture into that bog, as long as none of you
know anything about the place."
wounded, for the herders were expert riflemen.
"'\That's ther word, then, Terry?"
The boats were rapidly nearing the shore and
"They've hidden the gold concentrations in a
distancing the swimming mustangs, for they·
-could not proceed as fast as the · men could row cave on the other side of the river. We had·
better go back and search for it. Did you dethe skiffs.
.
Within a few minutes the Mexicans reached the liver the bag of money to Don Pedro?"
other side of the stream, debarked, and hastily
"Yes, an' he wants ter see you about it."
dashed up behind the rocks.
"Very well. I'll return to tbe ranch. But I
The mustang herders were then about one hun- don't intend to go until I have found that gold
and brought it to him. Swim your nags back,
dred yards off.
Terry and Zaldo were left behind.
and I'll go over in one of the boats. Where's my
"Get up, and come along!" yelled the Mexican horse?"
·
"Left him and the greaser prisoner with one
at the boy.
.
"I won't budge an inch," obstinately .answered of the la ds, pard," answered Bill, taking a chew
of tobaccJ .
Terry.
"Then you'll rot here!" hissed the villain.
In a few momen ts, Terry rowed out on the
He pulled a bowie-knife ;from his sash, bent river in one of the boats, and towed the others
over his prisoner, and raised the blade to plunge behind him in order to prevent the horse thieves
it into Terry's breast.
_
from using them again.
Bill saw what was happening. ,.
The mustang herders followed him, and within
Up flew the giant's rifle to his snoulder.
a short time they reached the other side and
Crack! went the weapon, and the ball struck proceeded to the cave.
Zaldo's hand, the knife flew out of it, and a wild
yell of pain escaped the man.
.,_To be continued)
He darted a baleful glance at the ranchers,
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
DROWNS IN RAIN ' BARREL
Calvin Culver, little son of Clinton Culver of
Otisville near Middletown, N. Y., climbed on top
of a tipping rain barrel lid _and fell to his death
recently.
As he went down the pivoted lid swung shut
and it was fifteen minutes before the father dis.covered what had happened. He saw the lid moving and, thinking an animal had fallen into t~e
barrel, reached in and drew out the body of his
son.
HUGE PHOTO MAP OF FLOOD
Experts in the photographic section_ at '\Yilbur
Wright Field are finishing- ~he most r,1gant1c '.'-nd
comprehensive photographic mappmg proJe.ct
ever undertaken. When completed the mosa1c,
made of thousands of individual prints, will show
the di!vastation along the Mississippi River. It
will be used by engineers in attempting to solve
the problem of how to make the Father of Waters
behave in the future.
Every foot of territory from Cairo, Ill., where
the Ohio empties into the Mississippi, south to the
Gulf will be included. All "shots" for the mosaic
must ba made from a uniform altitude.
When finished the films wjll be cut and pieced
together where they overlap, thus forming one
gigantic photographic map showing actual condiitions, an achievement not possible under any
other system of survey.
TO MARK TRAIL OF KNOX
New York and Massachusetts have completed
plans for setting monuments along the route of
General Henry Knox and his men in hauling to
Cambridge the cannon captured by Ethan Allen's
, Green Mountain Boys when they took old Fort
rl'iconderoga from the British.
Thirty granite markers mounted with bronze
~laques are to be placed at intervals on the trail
m New York. Massachusetts will set markers
similar in design 'ht points in that State through
[Which the intrepid Americans passed. .T he first
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shaft will be erected close to Fort Ticonderoga,
probably on July 4.
Fifty-five cannon, large and small, came into
the hands of the Americans when the fortress fel1.
Knox, then 25, suggested to W ashingto:h that the
artillary would be of service in driving the British out of Boston; and the youthful officer dt·ew
the assignment of seeing that they got to the
Massachusetts city.
Starting on Nov. 15, 1775, with the guns loaded on oxcarts for their long trek across the mowbound wilderness, Knox followed the Hudson
River road through Lake George, Glens Falls,
Fort Edward, Schuylerville, Bemis Heights, Stillwater, Mechanicville, Waterford and Cohoes to
Albany, crossing the Hudson on the ice on ,Tan.
7, 1776.
Knox proceeded on the east side of the Hudson
through Kinderhook, Valatie, Claverack an.d
Hillsdale, and then crossed the Massachusetts line.
He reached Cambridge; after many hardships, on
Jan. 24.
The plaque on each of the New York markers
has been designed by Henry Albright, Albany
artist.

LAUGHS
Mother (to naughty Ethel)-Ethel, do I have
to speak to you again? Ethel-No, mother, not
unless you want to!
Temperance lecturer-Friends, how can we stop
the sale of liquor? ' Inebriate (in the rear of the
hall)-Give it away.
.
Salesman-This vase is really worth $30, but
there being a little chip off here, I will sell it to
you for $20. Customer-can't you break off another little chip and l_e t me have it for $10?
"My boy," said the patronizing member of the
club, as he handed around the Flor de Toofas,
"that's something like a cigar!" "Yes," responded one of the victims after he had taken a puff or
two, "what is it?"
At a domestic economy )esson in Chicago a
young matron was asked by the lecturer to state
briefly the best way to keep milk from souring.
After some reflection, the young woman replied:
"Leave it to the cow."
The sick man had just come out of a long delirium. "Where am I?" he said feebly, as he felt
the loving hands making- him comfortable. "Where
am I? In heaven?" "No, dear," cooed his devoted
wife, "I am still with you."
A doctor. in the country received one day a letter from an old woman asking ±:or a bottle of
cough mixture f9r her husband, ending with the
postscript: "Please, sir, don't make it too strong,
as the poor man has only got one leg."
"Goodnes::, little boy!" exclaimed the kindly old
gentleman to the weeping youth. "What on earth
is the matter?" "I had a turrible accident,"
bawled the boy. "Gracious! What was it?" "I
met pop when I was a-playin' hookey "
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passengers to ride in the baggage car to enjoy
their pipes and cigars.
One of the swells had lighted a cigar while he
stood looking at the cow, and I concluded that the
trio intended to smoke.
It was on a Virginia road.
I did not think of them again, though there
When we stopped for the "snack" at Millfor~,
were some suspicious circumstances connected
Captain Darracott told me he natl three suspi- with them.
cious-looking passengers in the forward car.
We were now approaching the long down
They would not come into the hotel to partake
below Millford.
of the ·1unch, though he had invited them to do so. grade
"Hi, hi! massa !" suddenly shouted the negro
The conductor was so much interested in get- who
on the tender. "We done lose de
ling the passengers to partake of the lunch, that I wholeworked
train 'cept de mail car!"
had several times jokingly insisted that he shared
The road was as straight as an arrow, and I
the profits with the seedy Virginian who kept th_e saw
the passenger cars at least a mile behind.
hotel; and the snack was the burden of the busiOne of the wooden sh?,ckles had broken again, I
ness done by the house.
.
.
naturally §.Upposed.
.
Darracott was very social, and I am sure this
I could not ten whether the cars were movmg
was the extent of his interest in the collision.
c,r not at that distance, and I did not consider it
"There is no law that compels them to be so- prudent
to check the speed of the engine, though
cial," I replied.
the brakemen had been directed to stop the cars
"I saw them looking over the mail and bagga,ge whenever
they were detached.
car before the train started," added the captam.
I kept the machine going, and commenced the
"Possibly to see that · their baggage was on descent
of the long grade.
board," I added, and I was sometimes inclined to
When I had gone another mile, I was satisfied
tease him.
that the cars had been stop-ped.
·
·
A passenger invited him to visit t_he- bar for the
I pushed in the throttle, and told the darky to
sociability of the thing, and nothmg more_ '".as -put on the brake of the tender.
said about the three men, but I had cunosity
At this moment vne of the three swellish men
enough to pass through the forward car and take came to the platform of the mail car, and climbed
a look at them.
upon the rear of the tender.
They were well-dressed gentlemen, though
"If you stop the engine you are a dead manl'l
rather swellish in their garb.
yelled the man, pointing a pistol at me.
As I passed through the car, they seemed to be
I did not like the looks of the weapon, and I
very busy with their newspapers, though I am pulled out the throttle again.
confident ·they were engaged in conversation when
The negro shouted "Murder!" and deserting
I opened the door.
brake, dropped upon the :floor of the tender.
I went to the machine, passing through the bag- theThe
man with the pistols seated himself on the
gage car, half of whicl?- was used for the mails.
highei,t part of the tender, and seemed to be satisWe called it the mall car as often as the bag- fied with the situation.
gage car.
I shoved in the throttle once more, for the
It was not a postal car; and the mail sacks grade
was enough to carry the machine without
were simply locked into a room partitioned off any steam.
from the rest of the car for the purpose.
I had time to think.
At this time we had brakes on the passenger
The three men whom Darracott had suspected
cars but none on the mail car.
had come on the train for the purpose of robbing
The wooden couplers, or shackles, were stil~ in the mail car.
use· and I have no doubt they saved many hves
How <!ould I save it?
and° much property when accidents occurred.
I had no doubt they were 1·ifling the mail sacks
Darracott rang the big bell on the forward car, at that moment.
and I started the train.
Looking back again, I saw that the passenger
I had not gone more than a mile, whe!l an old cars were coming down the grade.
cow ran on the track in front of the engme.
I concluded that Darracott had started the
She wanted to get across the road, and was too train to ·save time; and as he had brakes, he
stupid to measure her distance from the locomo- could control the speed on the cars.
.
tive.
The robber on the tender kept his eyes on me
The machine hit her.
all the time, and I thought he did not see the
As soon as the beast had been disposed of, Dar- train.
racott rang the big bell, and hurri~d the passen"Come down, Tom!' called one of the men in
gers back into the cars, for the accident made u s the mail car.
late.
The fellow with the nistol leaped down, and dis-:
Among the passengers gather~d around the en- appeared in the car.
Then I saw the side door of the car opened, and
gine I noticed tl:e three swelhsh men who had
excited the prejudices of the ca:ptain .. They were several mail sacks were thrown out.
I suppose they knew which ones to take, for
in no hurry to return to the tram, and stood lookthey left the bags which contained oniy newsing at the ·d ead cow until all the rest had left.
As the wheels of the machine began to turn papers and other matter than letters.
I was at a loss to understand the reason for
they started for the forward car.
.
My eye followed them, and I saw them Jump this action, but subsequent proceedings of the
robbers explained it.
upon the rear platform of the mail car.
The man with the pistol came cut on the platThere were no smoking cars at the ti_me of
which I speak, and it was no uncommon thmg for form airain.
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With an iron bar he had found in the car, he
smashed the wooden shackle.
The rascals were repeating the blunder of C9bley, and supposed the mail_ car would stop if it
was detached from the engme.
But the car did not abate its speed.
The robbers had left the door of the car open,
and I could see that they were filled with consternation to find the car was still in motion.
When I saw the fellow with the pistol coming
forward again, I pulled out the throttle, and ran
ahead of the mail car, for I did not care to have
his company on the engine.
My machine · was a good one, and was in first
rate condition.
I could do anything I pleased with it, and I
kept it a short distance ahead of the car.
_ While the robbers were wondering why t~e
car did not come to a standstill, I saw the tram
stop when it came up with the mail sacks which
had been thrown out.
Darracott picked them all up, and not one was
lost.
· So far as robbing the mail was concerned, the
game was all up with the villains in t~e car.
- The mail was saved, and the question now was
how to save the car.
. Darracott guessed the conundrum.
After he had gathered up the mail bags he
started his train again.
It was in the heaviest of the grade, and in a
few moments the cars were running down the
declivity at a fearful rate of speed.
I began to think that the captain intended to
smash the mail car, and was getting up all the
speed he could for this purpose.
I increased the distance between the engine
and the car, and watched with interest for the
result.
As the train approached the stray car I saw
the man on the forward platform on the brake.
Darracott stood bv his side, and was directing
the action of those at the brakes with the big bell
over his head.
As the train was heavier than the mail car, its
speed was greater; but it was readily checked
with the brakes.
· It was very near the car. and I had become
much excited over the matter.
I expected one or the other of the moving bodies
would be smashed.
But no such 1·esult followed.
I heard a little bumping when the cars came
together, and the forward one swayed a little, but
there was no crash.
The skilful handling of the brakes had reduced
the danger to almost nothing; but it made all the
difference in the world whether the train was before or behind the loose car. ·
A moment after the cars had come togethE::r I
heard the report of a pistol in the mail car,
which was only a short distance behind me.
.I had no doubt that Captain Darracott had
pitched into the robbers as soon as he found them,
for he was a tough old fellow, and possibly he
had been shot for his temerity.
- Presently I found I was running away from
the train; and this fact assured me that the cap• tain had found some way to secure the mail car,
and was putting on the .brakes on the rear cars.
I checked the engine, and finally stopped it.
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By this time the train had come to a standstill,
and I ran back.
As I stopped I saw the fellow who had confronted me with the pistol leap from the mail car.
In an instant he was on the footboard of the
machine.
·
"Go ahead or you are a dead man!" cried he,
pointing the pistol at me.
He was, intensely excited; and· I had no doubt
his companion had been captured or shot.
He stepped between me and the fireman.
I put mv hand on the throttle, as if to comoly
with his demand.
The fireman, being behind him, threw his arms
around his neck, and dragged ,h im over backward.
In the struggle the pistol was discharged, and
I heard the bullet whistle through the air above
my head.
I assisted the fireman in .securing his man,
whom we handed over to a deputy sheriff who
happened to be on the train.
I found that one of the robbers had been shot
through the right ~rm by Captain Darwcott
when l1e entered the mail car; another had
jumped from the train; and we had the third.
"You did not man.ige it very well," I said to the
man I had assisted in capturing.
"It _is all up now. I expected the mail car
would stop when I cut it loose from the en~ine,"
he replied, very _despondently. "And I cant see
why it did not."
"It didn't stop because it was on a down grade
ten miles long," I added.
"I did not notice that it was downhill," said
he, as the sheriff put a pair of bracelets on his
wrists. "But I must spend some years in prison
becaue of that down grade."
He was right there; and he did spend the next
three years ---<OMO
in the _________
penitentiary.OHe-- ,
4 MILLION ESTATE GOES TO ARMY

OFFICER'S WIFE
Mrs. Armantine H. McAlister, widow of William H. McAlister, formerly secretary of the
American Tobacco Company, left her entire estate
to her daughter, Mrs. Amelia McAlister Upsher,
of 210 West Ninetieth Street, by the terms of her
will filed for probate yesterday.
Mrs. Upsher comes into a fortune estimated at
more than $4,000,000 as, in addition to whatever
money her mother leaves her, she will receive twothirds of her father's residuary estate left to
Mrs. McAlister for life. One-third of her father's
residuary estate was let in trust for her directly.
She is the wife of Major Alfred P. Upsher, of the
United States Army.
Mrs. McAlister died on May 30 last. The will
was executed on January 8, 1926. Mr. McAlister
died only eleven days before the instrument was
drawn.
Only $50,000 remains in the estate of Jacob A.
Hi,1:schman, once a partner in the Lion Brewing
Company, who in 1918 was known to have had
half a million dollars, it was disclosed when his
will was filed for probable yesterday. Prohibition
was the cause of the decline in his finances, it was
said by lawyers for the estate.
Mrs. Carrie H. Kohnstamm, of 800 Riverside..
Drive, his daughter, will receive two-thirds of the
estate and Miss Jennie Kirschman, of the same address, will receive the remaining third,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CIGARETTE-CIGAR SMOKING RATIO 14 TO
1 HERE, HIGHER ABROAD
Americans now smoke fourteen cigarettes to
svery cigar, according to stati&tics given out by
:he Tobacco Trade Congress here.
Cigarettes )lave displaced cigars even n10re in
8ngland, where the ratio is 400 to 1.
Frenchmen smoke 40 cigarettes to 1 cigar
The congress stated that the consumption of
?igars in the United States l1ad dropped during
the past ten years from 8,000,000,000 to under
7,000,000,000.
BATHS RARE IN FLOOD ZONE
A bath is the hardest thing to obtain in the
flood sections of Louisiana. Thei"e is plenty of
water, but few places for one to bathe, especially
if he happens to be a member of Congress. ·
When the Congressional party reached here after an inspection tour through flooded areas it
was met by a reception committee anxious to provide any entertainment desired. The committee1nen were amazed when the visitors insisted on
:lelaying the progrqm until "we get a bath."
Newspapermen who have toured this area with
rnrious parties have suffered along with the members !>f Congress, bµt being less important and
n·1et by no reception committees, hied themselves
lo hotels to rent bath tubs before returning to
1·heir quarters on the train.
REEPSAKE UNIFORMS READY FOR VETERAN SOLDIERS SOON
Former soldiers who wish to treasure uniforms
i ike those they wore in the service will be able
with in two months to purchase them from the
War Department. Some 6,000,000 ~ersons; inrludinp: former army nurses, are eligible to purchase the uniforms under an act of Congress.
For a few dollars tha veteran will be able to
r,ssemble a complete uniform, with items ranging
rrom discharge chevrons at 3 cents each to woolen
blouses at $5.91 and overcoats at $9.23. The over~eas cap, a product of the World War, will be sold
.
for $1.13, the campaign hat at $2.33.
The applications should be directed, according
:o residence, to the Quartermaster Supply Officer
~t New York, Chicago, San Francisco or ForL
:::am Houston, Texas.
VIEW COAL DUST FUEL 'l'EST
Belief that the fuel operation costs on the Shipping Board's 300 vessels now in service would be
\'educed almost 50 per cent. through equipping
Utem with a coal pulverizing apparatus was expressed by members of the Fu.el Conservation
Committee of the Shipping Board recently at an
,fficial demonstration showing results of tests
·
,
1vith the crusher.
For several years fuel experts of the Shipping
P.oard and the Navy Department have been coni'ucting tests with the special pulverizing appar: .tus at the Philadelphia Navy Yard, and the committee spent recently observing the demonstra~
Hons directed by C. S. Jefferson, head of the
board's fuel conservation section.
Vessels equipped with this apparatus can use !\

cheap grade of coal. After it is pulverized it is
!ore~ by c~:npresse~ air into burners, thus elimmatmg all hand firmg." Mr. Jefferson predicted tha~ the crus~er would not only cut the fuel
operat10n almost m half, but would give about the
same efficiency as oil.
MISSISSIPPI LEVEE ONCE BLOWN UP BY
GRANT'S MEN
The Mississippi River dirnster, with its vast
area of towns, vi!Jages and plantations buried under a sea of water, recalls vividly to one of Gen~ral Gran~·~ veteran soldiers a like spectacle durmg the Civil War, when much of the valley suffered a similar fate.
~t was sixty-four years ago, but the event to the
writer was as yesterday. Ten thousand of Grant's
soldiei:s y,e!e _ordered one morning to blow up
the Mississippi levee and make an inland sea of
the whole. region ab'ove Vicksburg. Vicksburg
was the Gibraltar of the Mississippi River. No
place in America was fortified as it was. Yet its
capture was a necessity to the North. It con•
trolled. the great stream for hundreds of miles.
One might venture to say that ten of thousands
of _lives were lost in tr}ing to capture it. All in
vam.
On Feb. 24, 1863, a fleet of seven gunboats and
seventeen steamers, each carrying 1,000 soldiers,
assembled at the great cut above Helena. At the
firing of a gun each.. boat in its turn was to make
its dash down the descent in a whirlpool of waters. Going over Niagara would not have seemed
more dangerous to most of us. To give us cour·
age a milital'.Y band stood on the levee and played
as we plunged through the crevice and down over
the cotton fields below.
Probably such a sight was never seen before. In
spite of the_risk, thousands of the soldiers cheered
while their boats were being swirled about like
5traws in the running water. The pilots lost all
control of their steamers.
·rhen came the unique scene of a whole fleet
sailing over fields and plantations and through
forests for days.
For days and days we sailed around that
strange uncharted sea. Here and there we were
hailed by some planter or his family whose home
was perched on ·a bit of high land. We would stop
to trade crackers for chickens and then pass on.
The negroes thought the world was coming to an
end and prayed that we-take them in the ark. We
left them part of our army rations and steamea.
along.
Suddenly there was a halt on some high ground
near the Yahabusha River. The enemy had built
a tremendoui;; fort and we were welcomed by a
blast of cannon. On top of all, the great river
behind us was beginning to recede. Four days
more and our whole fleet would have been stranded on the cotton fieldi;; of the South. By rapid
~earning we barely got back into the great
river in time to save our ships and our lives.
Vicksburg was to be captured later, but by
starvation and l!:.,SSault; and, in the words of Lincoln, the great river was to flow again "unvexed
to the sea."-N. Y. Times.
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TIMELY TOPICS
ELECTRICITY IN AIR WITHERS WHEAT
' Electricity generated by dust and high windstorms on the western sweep of Kimsns prairies
has been added to the foes of the Kansas wheat
crop.
· Reports of "electrocution" of thousands of acres
of growing wheat this Spring have received cognizance by the State Weather Bureau here and by
the Division of Agriculture College at Manhat-

'#

ica to England. The voyage would have to be begun in Am_erica, according to the theory of Professor N ad1r. of France, who said that a strong
current of air from west to east prevails at a
certain altitude. Both scientists told Barnum that
the passage could be made in forty-eight hcurs.
The kind of balloon recommended was a balloon
~ade of tulle silk, properly seasoned and air
tight. There were to be an inner and an outer
b,a lloon, fitting closely as hand and glove, but intan.
· "It is a pretty well-founded theory," said S. B. depe1,1den_t of each other. The whole to be eighty
Flora, State weather observer, in commenting on . feet m diameter. The balloon would hold 268 000
the reports today. "Durin~ dry seasons the <lust feet of gas and posse;;s a lifting power of '16,.
carries charges of electricity. Wire fences and 700 pounds.
· Barnum went to Spitalfields, Manchei:tcr, Lywindmills are charged and the electricity will give
off sparks half an inch long. I have no knowledge ons and other places abroad to ascertain the probthat -growing plants will give off sparks. After able ·cost, and learned that it would be at least
·
·
such disturbances growing wheatfields turn brown $30,000.
:_Barnum did n?t consider himself finally comand the wheat dies. The after-effects are similal'
mitted to the proJect, yet he made every provision
to those of a severe frost."
. Dean L. E. Call, head of the Division of Agri- ·· f<;>r its fulfillment the moment that he was ·satisculture of the College at Manhattan, said not a fied there would be no extraordinary danger in
great deal was known as to what caused the dy- . the flight. He announced through the press· that
ing condition of the wheat which had been noted he would willingly invest $5.P,000 if he thought
recently. Extensive experiments would be made "that there was no unusually ·good chance of the
vcyages losing· their lives." ·u was a good newsthis Summer, he added.
Professor S. C. Samon of the Astronomy De- paper yarn but nothing ever came of it save talk.
·
partment of the College confirmed the statement -"-N. Y. Times.
that the atmosphere sometimes becomes so h1mvily charged with electricity that it kills green
ECLIPSE OF MOON AND SUN
plants with which it comes in contact.
promises to be a Roman holiday for th~se
June
. BARNUM PROPOSED A FLIGHT OVER
astronomically inclined. Two eclipses will come
OCEAN 53 YEARS AGO
this month, a total eclipse of the moon on the
Fifty-three years before Captain Ch.crles A. 15th,
which will be visible throughout the United
Lindbergh accomplished his flight across the At- .States,
a total eclipse of the sun, which will
lantic from New York t:> Paris, that illustrious be seenand
parts of Europe and Asia. A third
showman, P. T. Barnum, startled the country with event of inastronomical
interest will be the close
a scheme to finance a balloon voyage to Europeof Pons-Winnecke's comet on the 21st.
and thereby obtained wide publicity for Barnum approa<'h
'fhe lunar eclipse will begin at 12 :43 a. m.,
and his museum.
Central standard time, June 15, when the moon
·Barnum was usually front page news and when enters
the umbra of the earth's shadow. A dark
he arrived home from a European trip in 1874 he
will appear on the east limb of the moon,
called in the newspaper reporters to tell them notch
overspreading it until the eclipse beabout his proposed overseas balloon. Barnum gradually
total, at 2 :14 a. m. Totality ends at 2 :35,
said he .had no personal desire to cross the Atlan- comes
and at 4 :06 a. m. the moon will be entirely out of
tic by air, and he, would not encourage others to the·
shadow.
m_a ke the voyage until he was reasonably certain
On June 29, two Wl'eks after its emergence from
that it could be made without imperiling the
the earth's shadow, the moon will have completed
lives of the aeronauts.
A Philadelphia aeronaut named Wise and his half its circuit and will pass between us and the
son were eager to try the feat, as were also eight sun. Its shadow touches the earth at sunrise west
aeronauts in Europe. One of them, an official in of the British Isles, moves eastward across Engthe English mint, had written to Barnum stating land anrl Norway, skirts northern Asia and leaves
that he would make the transatlantic trip in a the earth at sunset off the Alaskan coast. Preballoon if it were prepared as he desired. There cisely two hours will elapse betwr:en arrival and
.
was really nothing to fear. Professor Hodsman departm·e.
Only the tip of the moon's shadow cone brushes
of Dublin had crossed the Irish Channel the previous year (1873) in a balloon, and he assured the earth. The diameter of the shadow on the
Barnum that there was little 1·isk in the adven- ground will not exceed twenty miles, so that nowhere along the narrow track of this scurrying
ture.
Hodsman toln Barnum that he had constructed dot will the total eclipse of the sun last more than
a ,b alloon, inflated it, left the gas in it for thirty fifty seconds. In this sho1·t time expeditions from
days, and not a leak or break was found in the European and American observatories will atfabric at the expiration of that time. If Barnum tempt to study the corona, that mysterious feawould have such a balloon made for him, Hods- ture of the sun which can be seen only during
man would willingly attempt to cross from Amer- total eclipse
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-Lates t Issues 1237 Young Wild West and "Tarantula Tom";
or, The Worst "Bad Man" in Arizona.
1238 Young Wild West and the Silent Six; or,
Arietta's Round-Up in a Cave.
1239 Young Wild West and "Broken Bow"; or,
The Siege of the Settlers.
1240 Young Wild West Gathering Gold; or, Arietta's Wonderful Find.
1241 Young Wild West Showing His Skill; or,
The Shoot-Up at "Show-Down ."
1242 Young Wild West Among the Apaches; or,
Arietta and the Death Pit.
1243 Young Wild West and the Government Detective; or, Tracking a Tricky Thief.
1244 Young Wild West Caught on the Cliffs; or,
Arietta's Desperate Climb.
12(5 Young Wild West and the Ranchman's Boy;
or, The Sheep Herder's Revenge.
1246 Young Wild West and the Rival Outfits; or,
Arietta's Fight on the Cattle Range.
1247 Young Wild West with the Cavalry; or, The
Fight at Bear Pass.
1248 Young Wild West Finding a Fortune; or,
Arietta and the Flooded Claim.
1249 Young Wild West and the Mexican Raiders;
or, Exposing a Cattle King.
1250 Young Wild West and the Dynamite Fiends;
or, Arietta and the Avengers.
1251 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot's
.
Legacy; or, Baffling the Claim Jumpers.
1252 Young Wild West I!.elping the Sheriff; or,
Arietta and the Express Thieves.
1253 Young Wild West and the Phantom Canoe;
or, Solving a Strange Mystery.
1254 Xoung Wild West':; Square Deal; or, Arietta
and the Rustler's Daughter.
1255 Young Wild West Stopping a "Ghost Dance";
or, The Charge of the Gallant 6th.
1256 Young Wild West and the Mad Miner; or,
Ari'etta and the Secret of the Cliffs.
1257 Young Wild West and "Gold Dust Bill"; or,
The Man with the Yellow Streak.
1258 Young Wild West and the Death Brand; or,
Arietta's Great Risk.
1259 Young Wild West's Pawnee Pursuit; or, The
White Flower cf the Redskins.
1260 Young Wild West and the Mexican ManTrap; or, Arietta in the Robber's Den.
1261 Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or, Roping the Rustlers.
1262 Young Wild West's Duel with a Dozen; or,
Arietta's only Chance.

1263 Young Wild West Trailing a Treasure· or·
Outwitting the Road Agents.
' '
1264 Young Wild West Ruling a Ranch· or Arietta and the Cow Girls.
' '
1265 Young- Wild West's Straight Shot· or Cor-'
nered in a Chasm.
'
'
1266 Yeung Wild West's Mexican Mine· or Arietta Breaking a Siege.
' ~
1267 Young Wild West's Hottest Trail; or, Winning a Big Reward.
1268 Young Wild West Tracking a Horse Thief·
or, Arietta and the Wild Girl.
'
1269 Young Wild West's Apache Friend· or The
Hidden Gold of the Pecos.
' '
1270 Young Wild West's Three Shots; or, Arietta
and the Rattlesnake.
1271 Young Wild West and the Sky Pilot; or, The
Ropers of "Rough and Ready" Ranch.
1272 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arietta
and the Outlaws.
1273 Young Wild West's Show; or, Caught in the
European War.
1274 Young Wild West and the Kaiser; or, The
Big Show in Berlin.
1275 You~g Wild West Under Fire; or, Skirmishing on the French Frontier.
1276 Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross;
or, The Crown Prince's Gratitude.
1277 Young Wild West and the Servians; or, The
Shot. that Saved a General.
1278 Young Wild West's Neutrality; or, Accused
by Germans and Allies. ·
1270 Young Wild West and the French Spy· or
The Honor 6f an American.
'
1280 Young Wild West at the Forts; or, Outwitting a Russian Captain.
1281 Young Wild West and the Sha1·pshoote rs; ·
c.r, Arietta and the Hindoos.
1282 Young Wild ·west at the Flooded Trenches;
or, Saving a Belgian Town.
1283 Young Wild West Along the Yser; or, Arietta's Wonderful Shot.
1284 Young Wild West and General Von Kluck;
or, The Treasure of the Ruins.
1285 Young Wild West's Luck; or, Striking It
Rich at the .Hills.
·
1286 Young Wild West's Victory; or, The Road
Agents' Last Hold-Up.
1287 Young Wild West's Pluck; or, Bound to
Beat the "Bad" Men.
1288 Young Wild West's Best Shot; or The Rescue of Arietta.
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